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ABSTRACT

Students do not arrive in our classrooms as blank slates. When we, as
ms Iructors, attempt to challenge them with a new wav of thinking about a topic,
it's often difficult to know the impact of that exposure. It is even more difficult
to cjliscover how students integrate the new information. This study explores the
integration of Dreamworlds II: Desire/Sex/Power in Music Video into the lives of
nineteen undergraduates. Dreamworlds II is a film concerning music videos and
how they present images of women. It challenges the viewer to think about the
cortsequences of these images and the alternatives that could be shown.
This film was shown to 200 Introduction to Sociology students. Students
who were interested volunteered to be interviewed after viewing the film. Ten
wolmen and nine men were interviewed. The interviews were unstructured and
the Principal Investigator attempted to have conversational flow concerning the
ilnK and the personal thoughts and experiences of the participant. Interviews
we: "Ie transcribed and explored using four specific intentions of the filmmaker,
The se intentions concerned the main ideas he was trying to convey.
The findings of this paper primarily address the fact that the filmmaker's
challenges of music videos' hegemonic messages concerning women are
defended against by two other underlying hegemonies - the myth of
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dichotomous female sexuality (good girls vs. had girls) and the sense of security
provided to good girls by “bad" events, like rape, only happening to bad girls.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
Professors frequently use film in the classroom to present new ideas in a
forrjnat that is generally enjoyed by students. Any type of new information can
be presented with this format ranging from gene splicing and animal behavior to
a filmed version of Hamlet. It provides a change from lecturing and students
seem to appreciate the variation. Most importantly, the format is familiar to
them and represents a pleasurable way to learn. A simple search for the words
film and movies of only one journal, Teaching Sociology, between the years 1990
and 2006 turned up ten articles concerning the use of films to teach topics such as
marriage and family, mental illness, medical sociology, sociological thinking, and
research methods. A more in depth examination of just six years of the same
jour rial revealed 84 film reviews - thirteen documentaries, seven feature films,
and 64 educational films. Even this fairly casual exploration showed
considerable reliance on film as a pedagogical resource. As stated by Lauraine
LeBlanc (1998) in her article on the use of films to teach ethnographic methods,
The effectiveness of film in sociological pedagogy is well documented. Students
usually welcome films as alternatives to lectures and discussions..." (62).
Timothy Brezina and Melanie Moore have written about techniques they

use to reduce student resistance to "sociological ideas" (Bre/ina ? 18). Moore
describes resistance as "an unwillingness to consider research or theories that
contradict one's sense of social order.... Resistant students refuse in engage in
the content if the course" (128). Films can be of particular value in the classroom
to critical sociologists - sociologists who are particularly interested in
cha lenging hegemonic interpretations of social reality. They allow for the
cha lenging of hegemony in a "safe" way. They allow the instructor to challenge
the status quo and present new ideas without provoking resistance as Brezina
and Moore suggest that lectures sometimes can. Films that use content which
already appeal to students are likely to become quite popular resources. Sut
jhally's film Dreamworlds tl: Desire/Sex/Power in Music Video is one of those films.
Its popularity as a classroom tool crosses academic disciplines. Using this film,
instructors can teach critical thinking skills via of one of the most popular media
sou ices. The film challenges the way in which music videos present a singular
image of women as sexual beings. The filmmaker wants to provoke thought in
students. He attempts to change the "viewers" so that they can see the images, in
ways that they had not seen them previously. It is an engaging film and is
enjoyed by students.
Despite the film's success as a teaching tool, there has been no sustained
scholarly exploration of what happens when students watch this film. Thus far,
onlj- J!

!y himself explores this question in "Intersections of Discourse: MTV,

Sexual 'nifties and Dreamworlds'' where he outlined the basic types of written

res ponses given by students. Despite Jhaliv's categorization of responses, we are
itil left wondering how students integrate the new information into their belief
systems. Students come into our classrooms with years of experience and
opinions. When discussing the film and the topics surrounding it, do students
understand and incorporate these ideas? Do thev hear the intended message?
What did they do with the messages jhally presents to them? How did these
ideas interact with what they already know about the world, MTV, women, and
sex? T his thesis explores how students use the new ideas presented in the film to
understand how the social world works.
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C H A P T E R il

LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL ORIENTATION
Dreamworlds Literature
Articles that specifically address Dreamworlds are rare. Lynne Derbyshire
(2002) wrote a review of Dreamworlds II. In it, she notes Jhally's overarching
ideas and some of the possible problems instructors face when using the film
Mqst importantly, she addresses the possibility of multiple readings which
allows for greater discussion even with students that may be "resistant" to
Jhally's message. Barbara Baker (1997) presented a paper to the National
Communication Association titled "Using Controversial Media to Teach Issues
About Gender." In this paper, she describes using Dreamworlds // in the
Relationship Issues section of her course. She reports information regarding her
students' responses to the film in much the same vein as Jhally reports on it.
Mahv students "resist the message", but some report seeing videos differentiv
than they had before (21).
In addition, Jhally has published pieces that address his film. The most
significant article was written before Dreamworlds II was created; but the second
film is similar enough to the original that the article is still of value for discussion
here In "Intersections of Discourse: MTV, Sexual Politics and Dreamworlds"
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(19y4), Jhaily discusses the process of creating the film, criticisms of it, and
gen eralized student responses. The process of creating the film is important to
noi:< jhaily trieci out a number of versions of the film on his class until he found
the most effective format. At one point, the film displayed entire videos
incl jding their music. He found students could not understand the points he
was attempting to make about representations of women. His next step was to
edit. videos; but this presented a new problem, "they sang along with heir
favorrite songs" (152). He recognized the "familiar images needed to be taken out
of th eir normal context." (153). This recognition and the consequent removal of
the musical soundtrack and addition of commentary led to a version that was
mot e successful, but did not enthuse students. His commentary was fine tuned.
He added the sexual violence section at the end of the film and the subsequent
stati:sties. This process resulted in a film that is very close to the version seen
tod, y. His success with this version was obvious as it "had the desired effect of
disrropting the viewing of pleasurable (although largely unnoticed) images"
(154). Although jhaily anticipated strong student reactions, he may not have
pret icted the criticisms received from both liberals and feminists.
The next section of his article discusses the criticisms he received and his
responses to it. The primary criticisms he received from feminists is that he
neglected to present "alternative, powerful images of autonomous women" and
as a result, created an idea of women as victims in the minds of his viewers (155).
J ha Illy states "this critique indicated to me that the meaning of the tape was not as
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clear-cut as some people seemed to think and that wider discourses were coming
lr to play in how audiences understood the tape" (156).
The criticisms Jhally received from academics and liberals included that
he was puritanical (similar to the previous criticism bv some feminists), selective
in his choice of video clips, misleading with the connection between videos and
date rape, distorting the original message of the videos, and "sought to push
viewers toward a particular interpretation" (156-7). In response to the final three
ci- iticisms, he admits that he "decontextualizes" and, then, "recontextualizes" the
videos in order to allow viewers to see the argument he makes. "The tape is an
attempt to create an alternative voice" which requires the modifications he made
in order to clearly present that alternative (158). The inability to present the
al ernative in previous versions of the film is argument enough for the variations,
He notes that the criticism of selectivity was rarely mentioned by students, even
by those who did not like the film. He suggests this criticism comes from sources
thdt lack experience with music videos and their images. He states that students
instantly recognize [the images] as an important part of their world and their
cu ture" (157).
A significant portion of this article is committed to the discussion of
student responses This section is most germane for this research, it formed
some of the basis for topics of discussion during the interviews and outlined, in
my mind, some expectations for reactions to the film. He delineates four general
grolups of student responses. The first and largest group is the one he deems as
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making "the preferred reading" (159). These students view their experience with
the film as giving them a new perception - allowing them to see videos in way
that they had not previously. These students respond to the film in the way
jhally intended them to respond. The second group is made up of primarily
females that respond emotion illy. Often the response is based on anger, but can
also be based in fear, feelings of vulnerability, and emotions revolving around
previous experiences of victimization. Jhally suggests that these responses are
sometimes related to women recognizing themselves in the images - their
participation in the culture that says women need to be beautiful and sexy in one
specific way. Jhally labels the third type of response as "negative reactions"
(161). These responses are those which claim he is either exaggerating or being
selective in his choice of videos. Those responses suggest he is "going overboard
with the.. .techniques of flooding and intercutting" (161). He states that this type
response sometimes came in conjunction with an overall positive response to the
film. As stated before, he notes the number of people claiming he was selective
was quite small. Lastly, he outlines a group of responses that he calls "aberrant
decodings" (162). They consist of students that felt he was claiming MTV causes
rape and those who interpreted the women of the Dreamworld as the real
women hired to play the parts in videos. These responses addressed the
"actresses'" free will in participating in the videos. He found that "the
responsibility of the effects of the Dreamworld was shifted to their shoulders"
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(162-63). He remarks that these readings are counteracted by good discussion
befqre and after the film.
Lastly, I closely examined a study guide designed by the Media Education
Foundation. The study guide (n.d.) consists of a summary of the film, key points,
discussion questions, classroom and writing activities and resources. This source
assisted in developing a list of the film's intentions or primary messages.
Jhally's film has four intended messages. The first is advertising often
uses) sexual images to sell products. This includes the use of sexual imagery in
music videos to sell cds and tapes. The second is that the images of women in
music videos are limited in their perspectives. They show women as passive
sexual objects to be used for male pleasure. Third, jhally points out the potential
effects of these images on real world behavior. Finally, he suggests showing a
greater variety of ideas about sexuality, not just those of the adolescent male. He
wan:s to avoid censorship of these images through a more equal representation
of ideas from a multitude of sources. These messages or intentions are the filter
through which this data will be viewed.
Music Video Literature
Since its inception in 1981, Music Television (MTV) has spawned
controversy with regularity. The format of MTV has changed significantly in the
last t|en years or so, but the memory of waiting for your favorite video to be
showfn is still present for many people. Studies on the effects of MTV are
abundant particularly during the first decade after its inception. A number of
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these concern MTV's portrayal of women and sex roles. Although these articles
are transiently related to the current study, the body of research surrounding
MTV and music videos is not relevant to this study. Here we are concerned with
the effect of watching the film on students, not the validity of the filmmaker's
prerrfise that videos are inherently related to issues regarding sex roles and
lmagles of women. Therefore, only research that addresses music videos' effect
on attitude change or gender roles will be discussed. These are included in the
next section on media integration.
Media, Gender and Teaching
Due to the vast nature of this body of literature, 1 will now concentrate on
a number of studies that focus specifically on ideas related to the current study.
Christopher Pendergrast (1986) examined the success of film series for increasing
sociollogical imagination in the general public. The results of this study are not
overly important to the current study, but what is important is his contention
that tit is difficult to know how successful we were in getting adult community
residents to think about their own lives in terms of the large scale structures and
forces discussed in the series" (246). This issue is at the core of the current study.
Michael Simonson and others have produced a set of studies concerning
media and influence on attitudes. Although his studies do not concern gender,
they are important to the current study. In 1985, he reported on five studies
completed surrounding persuasive messages in media. He found media which
presents ideas "more realistically, such as motion pictures, are somewhat better
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at changing attitudes" than aie media like slide shows (21-22). In addition, he
rt■po rt >that students that are "more influenced hv internal forces" and who are
skilliid at examining a message (labeled Field Independent) are more likely to be
pers iiaded than those students who are less active learners and more influenced
bv tlfeir surroundings (22).
In their study, Oliver et al showed male and female students three short
mov e clips - one each that was neutral, tragic or violent. They also assessed the
student's gender role self-perception. Most interestingly, their research found
"th ai a viewer's experience of media entertainment likely reflects a combination of

the yriewer's sex, gender role self-perception, and the type of entertainment in
ques ion" (58). The goals of this study are directly related to my study. During
the i:interviews, I tried to keep myself open to differences between men and
worn)en in their responses to Jhally's film. This was, in my mind, an essential
part of the primary purpose of this study - to explore how students related to
Drcaihtivorlds and, in addition, how and if they incorporated the ideas into their
lives
Theoretical Orientation
My theoretical orientation had its base in feminist ideology. Thereafter, 1
strive) to be a critical thinker. My analysis and discussion have, at their roots, a
critical feminist perspective. Throughout the interview process, I made an effort
to be aware of important recurring topics while resisting interpretation of those
topics. I selected to discuss these recurring topics with students. In an attempt
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to stay open to a variety of ideas and directions, I elected to make a conscience
choice to avoid reading current literature on the representations of women in
media. While complctmg the transcriptions, I began to see the ideas that
connected one interview to another and began to explore the related literature.
The analysis brought about a realization that, for this work, the significant ideas
lay less in how women are represented in media and more in how people react to
real women who exemplify those representations. How students feel and think
about real "sluts" (AshleyF 20) has more to do with how they react to the film
than the images themselves. The images reinforce the ideas that students already
have concerning promiscuous woman and rape. On some level, I believe it's
reassuring and safer to hold those beliefs about women than to challenge them.
Challenging MTV's images of women would confront that safety. The resistance
to Jhally's message is not a result of wanting to defend a TV station that they, for
the most part, love. The resistance is from a need to protect underlying and
much more important beliefs about the types of women who are defined as
promiscuous and raped.
As a result, my reading and research went in an unexpected direction. I
began to explore literature concerning women who are highly sexually active
and rape myths. The research completed on myths commonly held about rape,
who is raped and why rape happens, has become more commonly held
knowledge. Students even mention rape myths during the interviews. These
ideas, not being new to me, were rather well incorporated into my base of
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knowledge and did not require extensive research. Research relating to
promiscuous or sexually aggressive women was less a part of my educational
background. This is where I focused my research.
Pieces written by Emily White, Linda LeMoncheck, and Deborah Tolman
informed my theoretical perspective and were primary sources in my analysis.
In Deborah Tolman's Dilemmas of Desire, she reports on a number of interviews
she did with young women concerning sexuality. The most germane portion of
her book is the final section of her last chapter. She discusses the interaction
between what young women believe about their sexuality and how society
contributes to their definition of sexuality (for both themselves and other
women). Her discussion was important for me when thinking about how to deal
with my interviews.
Loose Women, Lecherous Men by Linda LeMoncheck was also essential due
to her discussion of societal beliefs about women's sexuality. She writes about
the dichotomy of women's sexuality (good girl vs. bad girl). She also writes
about the expectations for women. Much of her work concerns the suggesting of
a new way of viewing female sexuality.
Finally and most significant is the work Fast Girls by Emily White. Similar
to Tolman, her book deals more specifically with young women who have been
labeled "sluts" by their peers. Her perspective and research on this subject forms

a major support for this thesis. She writes about the results of being labeled
"slut" and the results of my study reinforced her work. Her discussion of the

reaction young people have towards "sluts" are very reminiscent of the ways in
which my interviewees spoke of women who are sexually active (promiscuous).
Tolman, LeMoncheck and White's critical discussions on the subject of the
hegemonic messages concerning women's sexuality were invaluable in assisting
with my conclusions for this thesis. Their works reinforced my personal
knowledge and experience base and allowed me to proceed with confidence in
my analysis and the resultant discussion.
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CHAPTER [II
METHODOLOGY
Students from an Introduction to Sociology class taught during the Spring
Semester of 2004 volunteered to watch Dreamworlds II for extra credit. !n order to
assure that students were aware of the somewhat graphic nature of a rape scene
in the film, their Graduate Teaching Assistants aided me by advising them about
the scene. They also supplied them with the name of the film and the schedule
and location of screenings. Two hundred thirty students participated in the
screening of the film. After seeing it, thirty-four females and twenty males
volunteered to be interviewed. Nineteen interviewees were selected by simply
separating the informed consents into male and female piles, turning them
upside down, and selecting every fourth informed consent until ten interviewees
were chosen. Participants were then called to schedule an interview. 1
attempted to recruit equal numbers of men and women, but some issues came up
during selection. A number of female students were excluded because the ten
participants needed for their gender category had already been achieved. The
selection of another group of male interviewees was required because scheduling
ten interviews from the first group proved difficult. The second group was
selected using the same method. Eventually, all male volunteers w^ere called in
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an attempt to obtain ten male interviewees. Only nine males were interviewed
due to a combination of factors such as the smaller number of males that agreed
to be interviewed and the challenge of scheduling near semester's end. Since the
study concerns use of counter-hegemonic teaching tools, the selection of college
students made sense.
Informed consent, which outlined the participant's risks and benefits, was
obtained before the initial viewing (see Appendix A). After selection for an
interview, 1 discussed the second informed consent with each interviewee
individually (Appendix B).
Screening times were setup separate from class time. The screening was
conducted in a lecture bowl classroom. The film is 55 minutes long and the
informed consent took approximately 5 minutes to review. The informed
consent contained a request for information on gender and age and a question
regarding willingness to be interviewed to be answered after the screening.
Participants indicated their willingness to be interviewed with a check mark and
noting of their telephone number.
Participants viewed Sut Jhaliy's film Dreamworlds II: Desire/Sex/Power in
Music Video. The film is composed of rapiciiy changing clips from music videos.
The clips are primarily of the women in music videos. For most of the film, the
video's music has been eliminated and. replaced with a commentary by the
filmmaker. In the commentary, he discusses: the purpose of videos - to sell
products; how women are shown primarily as backup singers, dancers and
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props for the "story" of the video; the domination of male storytelling about
female sexual behavior; the behavior, activities and roles of women in the videos
(women are portrayed as nymphomaniacs who are strippers, prostitutes, sexy
nurses, and an assortment of other sexually provocative characters); female
artists and their need to conform to this mode of storytelling to be successful; and
the objectification of women and how the camera is used to view them. The end
of the fiim describes the occurrences of sexual violence in videos and the "1 say
no, but 1 mean yes" message given by women in videos. During this section, he
intercuts the clips of videos with clips of a rape scene from the film The Accused.
His commentary stops and the soundtrack from The Accused is the backdrop for
the dips. The film's soundtrack includes music, men cheering and a woman's
screams. His intention is to show the similarities between these two media. The
soundtrack fits both types of visual media. Throughout the film, he posits a
number of rhetorical questions. The primary question is "What effect do these
images have on the real world in terms of how men and women relate to each
other?" At the end of the film, he proposes an answer to this question through a
discussion of the potential consequences of this type of portrayal of women.
Finally, he cites rape facts and statistics and calls for, not censorship, but more
varied representations of women as sexual beings.
The interviews were held in a small office in a campus academic
building. We began with a review of the informed consent (Appendix B) and the
interviewee deciding on a pseudonym. The interview was somewhat
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unstructured and conversational, but starts with a question regarding the
participant's response to the film. While 1 had questions ready and an idea of
topics that should be covered, the interviews were led bv our conversations. The
interview length was wholly dependent on the level of communication that
occurred between the interviewee and me. The interviews varied between 15
minutes and more than an hour. Transcriptions were completed using the
recordings made with Annotape. Annotape is a computer application that
records interviews on a computer's hard drive. It is designed for and commonly
used by anthropologists. It has convenient fast forward and rewind features.
This allows for easier transcription than the tape recorder method.
It was necessary for me to contact some interviewees with questions of
clarification. The interviewees were asked if they would be willing to answer
follow up questions through email and all agreed. Interviews were recorded
with audio tape and Annotape, a computerized recording device. Interviewees
were compensated with refreshments and $10.00. Each participant chose a
pseudonym to be identified b\ and was assured that direct quotes would use
that pseudonym and any identifying information would be removed or changed
to be representative of the statement, but non-identifying. Provisions were made
with the campus counseling center in the event that adverse emotional reactions
occur for any of the participants.
Interviewees were also asked if they would be willing to participate in the
online discussion. The online forum discussion was to be held on a common
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campus discussion board used by a number of the faculty. The intention was to
give all participants a pseudonym to use during the discussion. Unfortunately,
this component of the study needed to be eliminated to assure confidentiality.
The participant's would have been required to change their user name each time
they logged in and the risk of an error was too great.
The results of this study will be quite specific to these particular students.
This was part of the intention of this study - to look at how students integrated
the film into their own perspectives and base of experience. I will make
generalizations in the discussion section and share my perspectives on the
relationship between broadly held cultural ideas/beliefs and the outlook of these
particular students. These students with the exception of one, Lindsey, are all
from U.S cities or suburbs of less than 200,000 people. Most are from a fairly
politically and socially conservative state and many came from towns of less than
50,000 people within that state. Their experiences and perspectives are affected
by their upbringing and therefore, do not correlate to the general population
except in a very broad manner.
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CHAPrER iV
RESULTS
Analysis
Upon exploring the transcriptions, I found that the best way to approach
the data was to find the ways in which the interviews addressed the four
primary intentions of the filmmaker. These four intentions were to help students
recognize the:
® marketing intent of MTV
* limited variety of images of women and that those shown are
sexualized images
* alternative images of women that may exist and can be created
« potential consequences of the limited sexualized images of women
They are addressed in depth in this section. With these primary intentions as a
framework, the transcripts were dissected to discover if the filmmaker's intention
was fulfilled and how students may be incorporating the ideas presented in the
film into their worldview. The transcripts were also examined to note

similarities, differences and unusual or unexpected opinions
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Findings
These findings are based on nineteen interviews with college students
from a moderately sized Midwestern university. All students were between the
ages of 17 and 22. The ten female participants will be referred to by their selfselected pseudonyms: Ashley, Chloe, Erika, Frankie, Lindsey, Madison, Naomi,
Sarah, Taylor, and Zoey. The nine male participants will be referred to by their
self-selected pseudonyms: Uavid, Fred, jack, Jason, Joe, Mark, Rob, Shaun, and
Zack. Appendix C includes the Response Coding format that is used here.
Briefly, direct quotations from the transcriptions will be coded with the
pseudonym, M or F based on the participant's gender, and a response number or
FI for the Principal Investigator and a response number.
The idea of the four primary intentions of the filmmaker was developed
through repeated viewings of the film and exploration of written materials
regarding the film. In particular, the Media Education Foundation created a
study guide for the film. It is found on their website at www.mediaed.org. This
study guide lists key points which were used in development of the primary
intentions of the filmmaker.
The First Intention of the Filmmaker
The first two key points listed on the study guide are that "MTV began
business as a cable ch-T’"'

: 1

•1 hr,

sic vid . ' s c r

advertisements by record companies" and that they "often depend on sexual
content to attract the attention of potential consumers" (Media Education
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Foundation). These key points lead to a belief that a primary intention of the
filmmaker was to help students see that music videos were marketing tools and
that women were presented as sexual objects for that marketing purpose.
Seventeen participants understood this point and agreed that it was true directly.
PI 5: Do you think the way he [jhally] suggests MTV portrays
women is accurate?
ShaunM 6: Yeah. For the most part. They show the videos to get
ratings and it draws a lot of viewers. Sex and violence and stuff.
Get people to watch your channel.
Or mplicitly
PI 29: Have you ever watcheci videos and recognized [the violence
and sexuality] while watching? Or do you watch them and don't
even notice it?
ErikaF 30:1 guess I don't even notice it. I just don't think anything
of it.
PI 31: What about the sexually provocative women? Do you notice
that really?
ErickaF 32: Um. I guess sometimes. Maybe the first time 1 see a
video I've never seen before. I might think it's a lithe racy or out
there, but then you keep watching it and you dor.'c think anything
of it. You get used to it.
Despite their disagreement with this premise, the two students that openly
disagreed also stated that "sex sells" and that sex was "an expectation" of
viewers.
PI 13: Do you think wTaat he was saying about how he portrays
women is true?
MarkM 1 4 :1 don't think that it is. Some of the shows they ha
MTV aren't like that. 1 think it's mow of the directors and stuff
[than MTV]. It's the "sex sells" thing.
And later he states:
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MarkM 34:.... It's the label or the market. Because with country, if
the song is about a kid going through a hard time, it's like a little
movie about that. It pulls on the adult's emotions so they feel sorry
or can relate and feel like they should buy the record. And rap is
geared toward the young party crowd. So, that's what they base
the music videos on.
Although these participants openly deny Jhally's opinion, they indirectly
recognize its validity.
A number of students mentioned the age of the film stating things like - it
is an "older film" (SarahF 2) and it was "a little dated" (DavidM 2). Despite the
obvious recognition of time passing, few students used this quality as a reason to
dispute the filmmaker's point of view. One student did state:
RobM 2: I guess the first thing was a lot of nostalgia. A lot of the
old music I listened to. That was my main thought - that it was
kind of dated. I think a lot of what it was talking about isn't all that
apparent today. Especially what they were saying about the male
dream world. I thought that was really true back then when music
videos were just starting out. I think nowadays they've started to
turn it into an art form. The music videos still contain a lot of the
sex and violence, but it is presented more artistically. A
supermodel dancing on a Ferrari isn't.... The music videos you see
today [aren't like that].

This is also the student that later recognized that sexual images are an
"expectation" of the viewer despite what he sees as progress and change in the
wav videos are mad

participant was very perceptive about the differences

between the kinds of videos produced by different genres of music.
PI 7 1 :...but people tend to expect to see sexual things in videos.
RobM 7 2 :1 think that still A an expectation a lot. You're not going
to see.... If a female role needs to be played, you're not going to see
a normal looking woman. They are going to have a mode! or a

beautiful girl to be there. Same with guvs too I guess. Unless it's a
band member, (laughter)
Students recognized that the music videos were based on male points of view
and degrading to women - as exhibited by the following:
Ashley F 2: Right off the bat being a woman of course, f felt really
d iscrim triated aga inst
AshleyF 58 :.., And men are always directing. It's going to be what
makes the males think. That's what they think.
LindseyF 4: Alright Well f think that sex. sells and that's why they
put it in their videos. In some sense I feel as though it's really
degrading to women that in a lot of videos, they're just there like...
I don't know, J guess if s not so much degrading, but it makes
them look stupid just standing there and shaking whatever.
JasonM 2 :... I guess I thought that the world, they were describing
would be pretty nice from a guy's perspective. That's what it was
for. ! could see how girls would think it was degrading to them.
ZoeyF 2:1 guess if puts into perspective, in a lot of instances, how
men do view women.. It's like... they were talking about a person
that's passive and, w ell just kind of, um, not very intelligent
Despite this recognition, they consistently excused this fact with the statement or
implication that vsex sells" and that justifies or makes the degradation either
okay or, simply, unstoppable, "I see it more and more and more, 1 don't think
it'll ever end because sex sells" (AshleyF 56). "It's baskaltv to
audience. That's why th>

j\»get an

• ;U (SarahF io). "I personally think it hasn't gotten

much worse. Watching MTV then and now, there are some parallels, but it's not
to the same* level. Now it's almost common place. It's become more of an
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institutionalized issue. It's just what's done" (DavidM 2). "it's every day life
and everyone knows sex sells" (TaylorF 66).
PI 35: Why do you think she [Britney Spears} does that [makes
consistently racier videos} ?
ErikaF 36: f don't know. Sex sells 1 guess. 1 think she keeps getting
more and more successful with it It helps her to sell more albums.
Do better in concerts also,
JackM 38:.... It's just the same as it was then if not even more. But
you don't notice it and, obviously, sex sells. That's what they think
is going to get people to watch more.
Pi 39: Does it?
JackM 40: Yeah. That's a good point. You're so immune to it. You
just expect that's what's going to happen. S o ,! don't know if it's
making it more appealing to people.
Sadly, the students fairly consistently state feelings of being immune to the
images presented. This was a sentiment shared by a number of the participants
and will be addressed ag.r ; later in this paper.
PI
uo you think that when people, when they are watching
MTV, notice the things he points out?
FrankieF 20: Not really. I'm completely desensitized to most
things.
Even worse is the consistent feeling that nothing can be done about it.
JackM 76:1 talked to my roommate and my other buddy. We
brought up that gang bang scene and how disturbing it was. We
didn't really say too much because we've seen all the videos and
you know that that's how it's going to be.
PI 77: There's nothing you can do about it?
JackM 78: Yeah. Exactly.
DavidM 2:.... Okay, it happens. There's going to be sexual images
on television forever. There's no turning back.
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The most important point of this section is that students do recognize the validity
of jhaily's argument and can state that it does have an impact on them. It
became clear through the interviews that the students understood fhallv s point
and agreed with him. Although they expressed resistance to the idea that MTV
is a marketing tool, they did acknowledge the truth of the idea and, in turn, its
effectiveness.
The Second Intention of the Filmmaker
The second set ot key points outlined by The Media Education
Foundation's study guide include that the video's sexual content has a very
"narrow set of characters anti plot lines", the women inhabit what Jhally has
named a "Dreamworld" which guarantees sexual satisfaction for men, and that
the "Dreamworld" is created using the fantasies of adolescent males (1-2). These
were combined into a primary intention of the filmmaker to point out that music
videos contain limited perspectives on how women are and that the perspective
is that women are to be available for male sexual gratification. It is obvious that
students recognize this point. When asked what he thought of the film at the
opening of his interview, one student stated, "Well, all the sexual pictures they
put and all the half naked women, gets some people kind of excited ! guess"
(ShaunM 2), This is a complicated primary intention to address. As noted
previously, nearly all students agreed with Dr. jhaily's premise that music videos
use sexualized images of women to sell. Interestingly, students could see similar
images of women on the shows they currently watch on MTV. 1 will discuss
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some interesting responses concerning female performer's participation in the
perpetuation of the sexualizcd nature of music videos and the seeming
justification some students provided for MTV.. In addition, many students
addressed the differences they saw in the videos of different genres of music country, rap, pop, and hardcore/m etal. In relation to this, I will discuss a type? of
response label by Jhaiiy as "aberrant" that may actually provide an insight into
how young people "see" music videos. Lastly and most importantly, this section
will address the unexpected topic of viewer's feeling of immunity to the images.
This topic came up in early interviews and l continued to question participants
about it.
Most students could easily give examples of images of women from
shows that currently play on MTV. The most popularly cited shows were The
Real World and Room Raiders. Other shows that were mentioned were: Road
Rules, Road Rules Challenge, Spring Break specials, a variety of dating shows, and
a plastic surgery show. One of the first students to point this out was Taylor, a
female student who was quite offended by the representations of women Due
to her strong response to the film, I continued to ask students about this subject
This is the exchange between Taylor and I that brought the topic to the fore.
PI 69:... Do you think when you watch MTV or videos now you'll
be able to see those things more than you did before? Because you
said that you saw [the sexual imagery even before viewing the
film).
TaylorF 70: Um. Well, MTV doesn't play a lot of videos now. They
have more of the? reality shows. But I think I could kind of pick up
on those things. I'm not very good at it because I don't really pay
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attention. I think it'll be raster now to say "Well, see what he's
doing? Don't you think that's wrong’ Would you put yourself' in
that position? Even for a music video? For vou to allow a guy tv*
do that to you?"
TaylorF 76: Now that we are talking about it, in |Rao#»i &mkrs\. vou
see girls coming across a guy's porn collection «.nd you think
"W hat is this guy thinking?" But then, you see all the girls
choosing a guy that has a huge pom collection.
Pf 77: Really?
TaylorF 78: Yeah, My roommate and 1 were just commenting on
that yesterday or the day before. The girls pick the guys every time
with a big. pom collection,
PS 79: Really? What kind of girls are they?
TayforF 80: Well, some of the girls I've seen are pretty conservative.
Vou would think "w hy would she be on this show? She couldn't
get a guy herself?" They're not girls that dress provocatively or
anything like that. They are normal looking. They always pick the
guy with a big porn collection, I don't know why.
Taylor openly stated that she watched MTV, but she was angered by the film, so
I decided to ask other participant's about the current shows on MTV.
Pi 4T. MTV doesn't show that many videos anymore. Do you think
that the shows that are on there portray women in the same sort of
way?
ChioeF 42; Kind of, First of all, Real W M 4 and Rond Rubes,
basically, you have to be beautiful to get on those shows. You hear
them say they cut out a Sot and Just show the making out scenes
and all that stuff. So, yeah, I think they show it a SotPi 42; I agree. I don't watch MTV at all, but I read the website so I
know what's going on. One other participant was telling me about
Room Raider*. Have you seen that show? So what is It about that
show that strikes you*
ChioeF 44: Urn I don't know. I don't really watch it a lot. fust how
they {menf always go for the underwear drawer,
PI 45: That's exactly what she said, (laughter)
ChioeF 46: Yeah, And they fmenj get excited if they find anything
like... you know ...som e women have sex toys and stuff.
ChioeF 50: Yeah. And they (men] always look at the size of their
bras. Well, not always, but a lot of them do. I'm like "Okay!"
(sarcastically)
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PI 55: MTV is not music videos anymore.
ShaunM 56: Yeah (laughter). No it's not.
PI 57: Do you think that those portravals of women are true even
on the shows on now?
ShaunM 5 8 :1 think a lot of shows stiff have the women like that.
Like skinny little fit ones. Blond hair. They keep the same kind of
image on there.
PI 21: Do you think those shows present women in a similar way?
FrankieF 22: It's very stereotyped. On the Real World, there's a
cheerleader, the girl from the South, and the Asian girl. I just think
that whole channel is male centered.
RobM 6: That's kind of the problem. They don't show music
videos anymore. I usually watch it in the mornings and sometimes
late at night because that's when they have music videos on; but
the rest of i t ! kind of get tired of. They've got these shows. Some
of them are just really bizarre. Like I was watching on the other
day. They video tape people who are going in for plastic surgery to
look like their favorite pop star. Like this girl who went into try
and look like Jennifer Lopez. Ended up just looking like she was
wearing a mask. It was kind of ridiculous,
DavidM 3 6;.... [80's popj is suggestive, but not overly provocative.
It's not shoved in your face. You have that girl and you take that
wherever you want in your mind. But now, you don't even need to
think about it because there it is. It's eye candy. You look at it.
You've got girls dancing like any sexual act you want, just take
your pick and stare at the screen more than a second and you'll
probably find something that's interesting. It's sort of like
censorship. It's hard to blame anyone individually for their art.
You get surrounded by that. You'd think once you achieved status
you'd get away from that. Nobody on those videos is toned down.
Students seemed to realize how much of the content for these " reality" shows are
created by the television station itself. They pointed out that shows have
stereotyped "characters" and that the shows themselves are cast for particular
purposes. This is quite germane as it makes apparent that viewers note that
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images of women continue to be created and, therefore, are not necessarily
accurate portrayals of who or how women are. The participants seem to
understand that shows that include real incidents, like Spring Break specials, are
experiences that are unusual and filled with expectations for those that
participate in them.
ZoeyF 28: (Referring to the Real World] I notice like there was a
woman on there. She was always portrayed as very, you know,
vulnerable and promiscuous. Her name was Trishelie or
something. And they never... .The guys were in the club and
they're drinking with them, but it never ready showed (the men}
being as promiscuous [as her}. Or if they were it was like "Oh. It
was a one-night stand" and they never really cared. That's
supposed to be the real world? Most people know it's not real, but
it's definitely strong imagery.
PI 27: Do you think reality TV shows portray women in the same
way that videos do?
LindseyF 28: Yeah kind of. They pick the people on reality TV
shows so it's kind of like a video because those people are "castecT.
And they are casted for a reason. To bring about drama,
promiscuousness, or see who can cause the most drama and keep
causing it. Who's hot or good looking. Every now and then, they'll
cast someone who's not that good looking, but only so that part of
society will keep watching.
PI 27: MTV isn't really about videos anymore. Do you think the
shows represent women in the same way?
NaomeF 28: It depends. Some shows like the Spring Break shows*
yeah! Every Spring Break show has wet t-shirt contests or stuff like
that. They try to use the same things they used in videos to attract
young male viewers. The Real World is supposed to be more
realistic, yet they twist things around and make certain people - the
women - kind of look bad in certain situations. I think they try to
go to the stereotypical man and woman thing even if that's not
what it really is.

2b

PI 39; T oday M TV is m ore show s. What d o y o u think about the
shew s? D o they portray w o m e n in the sam e k in d of w ay as m u s ic
vid e os did? D id i ask this already?

MadisonF 42: ... Some of them do. It seems like when they have
the shows, like the Real World and Road Rules types of shows, the
ones they pick are like that. They only pick those kinds. They
usually have more of those and one just subtle girl who has grown
up in a normal family life and is not like that. They see to pick the
ones that are more like that.
PI 43: Why do you think they pick jsexualized women]?
MadisonF 44: They probably think that if you have women like
that, you'll get more people to watch because they give you more
drama. If you don't have those types of people, it won't be as
dramatic. [That's] probably what they're thinking.
faylorF 92; Yeah. There are some things I've seen here. They're
dancing and grinding, but it's not as bad as what 1 see on TV. i
think they do it more because the cameras are there. They want to
show off themselves or their dancing skills (whatever). It's kind of
dumb.
PI 93: Do you think because the cameras are there and because it's
for a show for MTV, that it's exaggerated?
faylorF 94: Yeah. 1 think since the cameras are there, they're going
to want to show off.
PI 95: Why?
faylorF 96: Because we're going to be on MTV. We have to look
good. Do somethin, ioL You're not going to make yourself look
like a fool on national television. Your friends and family are
probably going to see it, You don't want to look like some moron
who doesn't know what he's doing. That's what I'd probably do. I
wouldn't dance like that just so that I'd look cool. That's what most
of these people think and alcohol is involved too.
A few students disagreed and thought that contemporary shows were accurate
portrayals of life and that new videos were not like those of the past.
PI 13: Do you think what he was saying about MTV portrays
women is true?
MarkM 14:1 don't think that it is. Some of the shows they have on
MTV aren't like that. I think it's more of the directors and stuff
[than MTV], It's the "sex sells" thing.
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RobM 32: It seems they are getting more like that. Poking tun at
the old music videos. There's an SR 71 music video where one of
the band members is having this dream that they're big rock stars
and just hundreds of women are chasing him down the streets.
They're running for their lives. Same with a Zebrahead music
video where he falls asleep and dreams he's at the Playboy
Mansion surrounded by topless playmates. He wakes up and he's
just sitting in his apartment with a Playboy magazine. A lot of
them poke fun at it now.
PI 3 7 :... Do you think the artists have more control over their
videos? In the past it w'as the labels.
RobM 38: You hear more talk about directors now. Music videos
actually have directors that are putting things together and are
trying to top one anther. So they are getting expensive and a lot
more in depth.
PI 39: Didn't Sophia Coppola direct a couple of videos?
RobM 40: Probably. You hear a whole lot more that videos are
turning into an art form now. [Not like] commercials like they
were in the past.
Despite this student's statement that directors are more important now, he does
not recognize the name of a very popular female director who has made some
music videos. Her direction of those videos was seen as "special" and there was
media discussion of this. Also, he neglects to recognize that jhally makes the
point in his film that directors are in charge of videos more so than artists. The
phenomenon that this student is addressing is simply that new "hip" directors,
like Sophia Coppola, have directed music videos as special projects. Generally,
these directors participate by special request of the artists. And often they are
very expensive short films that the record studios see as investments for popular
bands or for the newest "hot" band or artist. There has been much media
coverage of these "short films", but they are not the new standard of video for
regular play on music television programs.
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Pi 67: What do you think about MTV today? I know they don't
show that many videos anymore.
jasonM 68: It's always good looking people - like on the dating
shows. Dressed good I guess. Maybe more provocatively than...
Mayne because it's more contem porary.... Contemporary channel
for young people. 1 think the Real World portrays a pretty normal
living arrangement. If you put seven strangers in a house together,
it's going to be chaos. But J think that's pretty normal. I've noticed
they pick pretty good looking people for that too.
PI 69: The dating shows - do you think they are like real life
dating?
jasonM 70: 1 don't think the dating shows are real. Most of the
time you are not going to take a first date skydiving and without
even knowing the person. Or planning camel riding or something.
They do just off the wall things because MTV pays for it.
PI 73: Do you think shows portray women in the same sort of way
that Jhaliy suggests the music videos do?
JasonM 74: 1 think it depends on the actual person on that show.
I've seen ones where the girl has tons of pornography or videos of
sexual positions. Girls have big boxes of condoms. Other ones -the guy can't find anything but granny panties. I think some of
them are portrayed that way. Others they may edit. Depends on
the person.
PI 75: Do you think that's true for other dating shows?
jasonM 76: Yeah. 1 think that's its just a different situation. When
cameras are around you, you're going to act a little different than
you usually would.
PI 77: Do you think they act more provocatively because of the
cameras?
JasonM 78: Yeah. Different altogether. They're impressing the
whole nation.
The participants can disagree with Jhally's ideas, but in the next statement give
an example of exactly what jhaliy is describing. Is there a difference between the
Zebrahead video and David Lee Roth videos from the 80's? They contain the
same images of women - as sexual objects. How is it that they can't recognize
the similarities? And why do they provide justification for MTV? As jack
pointed out above, "They're impressing the whole nation." This is the
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underlying issue of concern - the way in which these students believe the status
quo as being unchangeable and, on some level, acceptable. The hegemonic
beliefs seemingly override the logical arguments that Jhally makes and that they
tend to agree with.
AshleyF 58: You know I just want to throw this in here. 1 had
always - even seeing movies - 1 would say to my boyfriend, "W hy
do they always have to show the naked woman?" The women are
always nude in the movies. He said "Because women are
beautiful." The female body is beautiful. Who wants to look at a
naked guy? Do you want to see a naked guy in a movie? 1
wouldn't care. The reason that we don't think it's the same is
because we never do see a naked guy. So you have to look at both
ends, but if I had to say which one I'd rather look at, the woman is
probably more beautiful. The body is just more beautiful. Which is
maybe why we are always subject to the exposure that we are.
That's what he says. And we never see the men - I say. And men
are always directing. It's going to be what makes the males think.
That's what they think.
in relationship to this is the active participation of female performers in
this type of imagery.
NaomeF 34: Like Britney Spears. She always wears scanty clothes.
Madonna. Their newest one. Britney chases Madonna or Madonna
chases Britney and at the end, they almost kiss. They always use
that kind of attraction for guys.
Students recognize this participation, but have trouble seeing sexualized
images on some of the videos. They give an example of a video that has
blatant sexual imagery and then provide an example that does not include
the same type of imagery.
DavidM 4: ... Someone on both ends of the spectrum, which is an
interesting idea, is Christina Aguilera. She has videos that
demonstrate what the filmmaker says is wrong and then she had
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other videos where it's just her and she's singing. I think it's called
"1 am Beautiful." The video isn't over the top mushy, but it's not a
bad message. It's something different. There's splices of sexuality
in it. But, it's not as intense as anything else she's done. 1 thought
that was a good step ir the right direction.
It appears that the blatant sexual images allow students to either ignore
or excuse the less overt images. The "1 am Beautiful" song noted above is
about how a woman can feel beautiful despite what others think or say
about her. She believes she is a beautiful person and Mat's all she needs to
feel good about herself. Yet the video includes images of the performer in
a tank top kneeling on the floor in a mournful and sad posture. The image
is not directly sexual, but the video still requires the performer to be in full
makeup with her hair done.
ZoeyF 10: .... I never really thought critically about music videos
and [after] 1 thought about Britney Spears and Christina Aguilera.
They do that kind of thing to capture young males, but then you
think about other videos where they're not seen as much of a sex
idol, they're still doing that kind of [thing]. The only thing that
really struck me was Faith Hill. A lot of her music videos are ....
Well, she's a beautiful lady not as much of a sex object, but still
she's kind of going along that same type of imagery. I guess that's
what 1 saw. I was like, you know, you don't really think about it.
Like when they were talking about Madonna and her videos. Ir
one instant she's really independent and the next she's crawling on
the floor....
RobM 24:... The male Dreamworld is seeming to be more
dominated by female stars now. With Britney Spears and Christina
Aguilera and Beyonce. Their music videos are from what you'd
think was a male point of view. A lot of music videos now actually
have a story to them. Some of them are more from the woman's
point of view. Some of them are a lot more artistic. Like
Evanescence's music video. I guess you could still m ake.... ah.
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This participant believes that seme female performers are dominant in the
video culture and that they use a male point of view to be dominant. He
does not see this as an expectation of the women; he sees it as their choice.
He also brings up another unexpected topic. Many interviewees noted
that they saw differences between the videos made for different types of
music. This also became a question that I began to pose to students. It
was important to me to find out whether the ideas students were
expressing - the similar images on MTV shows, differences between
genres of music, and the feelings of immunity to the images - were shared
by other students and not simply an anomaly in a couple of participants.
The comments by students in this area do reflect some racially biased
ideas which I will briefly address here and at more length in the
discussion section. I will begin with Rob's comment that some videos are
more artistic.
RobM 24:.... Some of them are a lot more artistic. Like
Evanescence's music video. I guess you could still m ake.... ah.
PI 25: What is it like because I don't watch MTV?
RobM 26: It's a little bit more artsy I guess. There are still a lot of
things that you might be able to classify as sex things, but....
PI 27: They're more gothic almost.
RobM 28: Well, kind of. They're black and white for one. She's
singing while walking on a fountain. Singing on the roof tops. It
looks like Italy or something. It's looked at a whole lot more
artistically. There are more music videos. Nickelback. They have
pretty complicated storylines.
PI 33: Do you think there are particular types of music that are
doing that more?
RobM 3 4 :1 think that is a big part of it. It seems like if you watch
rap and hip hop videos especially, they're all kind of the same. It's
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just some party. Everyone's drinking. There's girls dancing
everywhere and that's about it. There isn't a lot of substance to
them anymore. But a lot of the punk and rock music videos are
getting a lot m ore.... They tend to try and put storylines into them.
A lot of the pop seems to keep the same dancing and parties and
stuff, but try to do things a little more artistically with special
effects.
PI 53: Have you watched rap videos? T he wav I'm hearing it from
you, you see videos in two different realms?
RobM 54: Yeah. A little bit.
PI 55: When you've watched rap videos, those videos that sexualize
women more, do you notice that they are sexualizing women? Do
you notice that there are a lot of butts in the videos?
RobM 56: Yeah. A lot of them it's pretty blatant. You really do
recognize it. In the Usher video for instance, this big line of women
all bend over and grab their feet and start shaking their butts. It's
pretty tough not to notice. So, I think it's pretty safe to say that it's
noticed.
This set of responses from Rob encapsulates the types of responses students gave
to this question. While some students commented that country music videos
were more "tam e", the most frequent comment concerned rap videos. At times, I
solicited responses concerning rap videos as a whole; often, the opinions came
entirely unsolicited.
PI 41: Do you think specific genres sexualize women more than
others?
LindseyF 42: Yeah. I hate to say it, but I think rap does and maybe
metal. I think rap's pretty bad. Pop is trying to be like rap, but
they're too nice to do it. They're too much of a baby to do it. That's
how I feel.
DavidM 40: ... If you just sat and watched a rap, you don't look
attractive doing it. You don't look like you are skilled. But if you
see him kind of mumbling along in a drunken stupor with a girl on
each arm and one in the lap, then that's something to aspire to.
That's an image to sell. Package and ship it o u t It's sold.
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PI 31: Do you think different types of music have different types of
videos?
NaorneF 3 2 :1 think so. The thing that surprised me was the
mention of country videos. I've never thought of a country video
like that. Usually when you watch country videos, it's not like that.
But when it said that, I turned it to CMT and I watched some
videos. 1 was really surprised because I hadn't noticed it. Rap
videos definitely have more than some videos and then the pop
videos the women are using themselves instead of other dancers.
Weird.
PI 35: What about other types of music like hard core? Do they use
girls?
NaorneF 38: Their videos don't show women like that. Women
wear more clothes and may not be dancing, but they still have the
usual female role where they are inferior to the male in the video.
They seem to show more violence towards females or anybody in
general.
PI 63: Do you notice it on CMT since you saw the film?
MadisonF 64: Not really. A lot of times when I have videos on, I
listen to them. I'm not really watching them. They're more subtle.
They have some that are bad, but not to the extent of [those in the]
video.
JoeM 22: It's hard to say because most of the videos they showed
were from 80's rock. These old hair bands, but now days, 1 don't
think videos.... Well, rap videos, obviously. Some of them are just
ridiculous. I saw this new Nelly video and it was just horrible.
Naked girls everywhere, swiping credit cards in their ass. It was
just gross. I turned it. Ridiculous. But I think it wouldn't be so
raunchy.
PI 27: One of the interviewees brought up that different types of
music have different styles of videos. Does that make sense?
MarkM 28; Sort of. They all sort of have the same style, but.... In
like rap videos, it's like the colored people more or less. If it's a
black artist, they have black women. Or if it's a white artist, they
have Caucasian women. If it's a female group, they have more
male dancers.
PI 29: Are there differences between hard rock and rap videos?
MarkM 30: Sort of. They're more based on the music I think. They
show concert scenes. Rap videos show dancers. It has a theme to it
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that's what the rap s about. It's more of a sort of sex theme, I guess.
Shoot 'em up, kill 'em. Like that.
DavidM 36:.... You'd think after awhile [they'd say] “I'm tired of
it." That [makes them) lose their credibility. Like 2 Live Crew,
they can't really rap about their stock portfolios. Like Snoop Dogg,
you are a pot smoking drug addict. What else do you want?
You've spent years and years pruning that image to its perfection
of what sells. He wants that image that moves cds. All he's gotta
do is sit around anu rap. it ain't that hard, it can't be that bad. I
can rhyme words, it might not sound good; but you pay me 10
million dollars, I'll write you a pretty damn good rap song.

These responses at times surprised me. They sounded quite critical and verging
on racist - particularly the use of the term "colored people" by Mark. 1
considered describing the lack of diversity in the area of the country where these
young people grew up, but it was important not to excuse them. Later I found
myself seeing these comments as another type of the hegemony that these
students accept. They do not consider that there may be other ways to view the
differences between music videos as part of a larger cultural variability in ideas
about sexuality. That the issues surrounding the representations of women in
music videos is not what in particular those images look like, but the almost
singular type of representation that exists - the woman as a sex object. These
students simply saw that it was, in Joe's words, obvious that rap videos are more
sexually explicit.
DavidM 2 :....It's just what's done. Particularly in rap music. You
turn that on and you see that all the time. That's the focus of music
now. You watch those videos, the ones on the film, and you'd see a
storyline with women. Now you see parties and sex and whatever.
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Alcohol. It's alm ost.... The main thought it gave me is that whole
statement that life imitates art and art imitates life....
This statement from David about life and art is connected to the responses label
as "aberrant" by jhally. He suggested in "Intersections of Discourse: MTV,
Sexual Politics and Dreamworld" that there were responses where students felt he
was claiming MTV causes rape and those that were confused about the
"actresses" free will in participating in the videos. The exchanges that follow
may point out hat there may be genuine confusion for some students about the
"reality" of what they are seeing on music videos.
JackM 10: For the most part girls I've dated have been pretty
conservative and not wanted to show everybody that they are sex
crazed lunatics. Even if they are not or whatever. They want to
have privacy. The girls on the videos obviously have no regard for
that.
Like jack's statement, tn the following excerpt, Erika is speaking of the actresses
in the music videos as if they are displaying what they really think, not simply
what they are paid to do. She does not appear to be able to see jhaliy's point. I
think this may have been a problem for some students. They are looking at the
film very concretely and not able to make abstract connections between the
points from the film and "real life".
ErikaF 60: Yeah 1 guess, i guess guys could think they're not doing
anything wrong. They're not hurting anyone. They're not forcing
the girl's to do that. They say the girls are willing and some of
them are. But 1 guess it might end up changing views on some
girls. Maybe the girls would get a little emotionally or
psychologically hurt from all that. From being treated a certain
way for so long.
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NaomeF 2: in the beginning, it made sense. Girls prancing around
in no clothes, but the whole group rape thing in the bar w as... 1
know it happens, but the way that they're doing it in the video
where they're going back and forth between the videos and the
rape. 1 thought that they were kind of stretching it there. The
women in the videos wanted to do the videos. They went and
applied and tried to get into the videos and, the rape, she obviously
did not want to be raped. She was telling them to stop. 1 don't
think the context was quite right. The point they were trying to
make was good, but they were stretching it a little 1 think.
PI 93: Do you have anything else you want to say about the film?
JackM 94: Well, it is an accurate portrayal of how videos are. !
think people should take that and realize that's not how* real life is
and that it is just a "Dreamworld". The videos are the rappers and
if I was rich, 1 wouldn't even want to live like that. Friday and
Saturday night maybe, it seems like music videos make it seem
tike they're always partying and have girls by their sides. I'd just
get annoyed by that. "Get off me."
PI 95: Yeah. The videos look like you are looking into their real
lives. That isn't true. With the invention of reality TV, not only do
you have celebrities, but you have regular people [whose lives} you
can look into. But their lives are filled up with living in their
gorgeous house that MTV supplied for them.
JackM 96: Exactly. That's not real either.
PI 97: So it's a lot on unreality presented as reality. The same thing
as the women ~ the portrayals of women are presented as real, but
they aren't.
JackM 98: That's a perfect point. They show the Real World. In my
real life, I'm not going to live in a house and have stuff to do all the
time. They make it look like they're never bored. That'd be sweet,
but....
This particular student, Jack, seemed to have the idea that women in music
videos were real women. He described thinking that women in the music videos
had "no regard for [sexual privacy]". The discussion above was, sadly, my
supplying him with information. I pointed out "So it's a lot on unreality
presented as reality. The same thing as the women -■ the portrayals of women

are presented as real, but they aren't." I never felt as if he really understood the
point l was trying to make - that the images of women in music videos are
created and not the way women are in real life. 1 began to wonder about the
effects of MTV reality shows on how viewers relate to music videos, 1 did not
recognize this important question while completing my interviews. 1 believe
there may be a connection between the popular MTV reality shows and the belief
that music videos are real. In addition, there may be a relationship between that
belief and the "aberrant" readings students give Jhaliy's film. An exploration of
this relationship could contribute to a greater understanding how students react
to videos and jhaliy's film.
Early in my interviews, 1 discovered that many students felt they were no
longer aware of sexualized images in music videos. Those interviewees that
stated that they had seen the images often also remarked that they had not paid
much attention to it. The word that consistently came up was "immune".
Feminist filmmaker Jean Kilbourne comments on this in her videos Killing Us
Softly, Still Killing Us Softly and Killing Us Softly 3. In these films, she explores the
sexual imagery and objectification of women in advertisements. The ideas she
presents relate directly to what these students are describing. Students felt that
they had become immune to the images. They expected sexual images; but that
unless the images were more extreme than usual, they really did not "notice" the
images.
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Pi 3: Do you think you had noticed that before when you had
watched music videos?
ShaunM 4: Yeah. There are women running around in bikinis all
the time. But never really paid a ton of attention to it.
AshleyF 10: Yes. Definitely, it becomes a w ay... the way 1 think
about it that people become used to it. Even like the stars
themselves. We can look at Christina, Britney, any female star and
they've needed to turn themselves into that because it's what
people expect to see. Even they're used to it. It becomes normal.
And pretty soon women start to want to be wanted because that's
how we grow up and what we learn because that's what we see.
PI 11: Do you think you notice the sexuai imagery when you are
watching [MTV]?
SarahF 12: ... I think we're so used to it. MTV is so used to doing
that that nobody thinks about it. If you'd play that movie to
someone who's never seen MTV, I think they'd be disgusted.
PI 13: When you and your friends are watching MTV, do you notice
that they portray women as sex crazed?
SarahF 14: No I don't. I'm so used to it. Unless something is really
absurd and I watch it quite a bit.
P! 1: [Intro] What thoughts and feelings were going through your
head as you watched the film and how did it make you feel?
ErikaF 2 : 1 thought some of it was kind of shocking especially the
rape scene. That was a little much, but other than that, the actual
music videos.... I didn't think they were that bad because I've
always seen them. Just what I'm used to I guess. Today's music
videos are all the same formula especially rap music. The same
general generic theme for every video. In a way, you're kind of
used to it. 1 didn't think that it was that bad. The rape scene was
probably the most shocking.
PI 19: Do you think that when people, when they are watching
MTV, notice the things he points out?
FrankieF 20: Not really. I'm completely desensitized to most
things. It ■;basically self-report. And you see it so often that if
there was a video that was different you would notice and
comment on it. I actually don't watch a lot of videos. I'll watch
Real World and stuff like that to pass the time.
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Although there were only a few, there were interviewees that stated they did
notice the imagery. Generally, these were female students that felt degraded by
music videos and a male student that openly expressed enthusiasm for the
imagery.
PI 41: ... Do you think that when you and your buddies watch
music videos that you notice that the women are sexually
provocative?
JasonM 42: Oh yeah!
PI 43: You do? Do you guys say anything about it?
JasonM 44: We're just like "Wow, she's hot." The new Chingy
video "One Call Away" - she's very hot. Very good looking. I'd
say that if there's a good looking girl in the video, we definitely
notice it and say something about it.
PI 27: ... Do you watch MTV? When you are watching MTV, do
you notice?
TaylorF 28: It's kind of hard not to. You'll be flipping past MTV or
even the BET channel. I see women all the time with short shorts
and small shirts on. Just kind of grinding with the artist and they
are throwing out money. It's hard not to notice it because it's
everywhere.
PI 29: You notice women are in short shorts?
TaylorF 30: Oh yeah! How can you not notice? It's like you flip
past the channel and its like "Oh gosh!" Yep.
PI 29: Do you think people who watch MTV or reality shows
realize women are portrayed in that way?
LindseyF 30: Um. Yeah. 1 know girls do. I notice it. 1 think the
guys do obviously. It's always going to be like that because they
think that's what people want to see. I can't really talk for
everybody. I know there's certain groups - African-American
people or younger guys.... Gay or not, l don't think that's the most
enjoyable thing to watch. A butt shaking in your face. It's just not
really cool.
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C o r r e s p o n d in g w ith th e in te n tio n o f th e film , th e r e w e r e s tu d e n ts w h o s ta te d

that they had noticed the imagery more since seeing the film and that they
expected that they would continue to take more notice.
AshleyF 54: Mow after watching that [the film] I'll see a video and
think "Oh my gosh. They had to show that angle to get the boobs
just right." You have to get up the skirt just that way. 1 think it
makes you notice it more. Maybe if we are noticing it more,
perhaps... I don't know. It taught me, but it just taught me by
teaching me what to look for. Does that make sense? 1 don't know
if I am really answering your question.
PI 7: Before you saw Dreamworlds the first time, did you notice that
MTV portrays women in sexual way?
AshleyF 8: I don't think 1 noticed in the perspective that "Yes. I am
a fantasy." Or like women in general when I say "I". But f noticed
that women are always portrayed in a certain way. And I always
noticed that it's the women that are put up front and center.
Everything is about the woman. And 1 always had noticed that,
but 1 don't think I ever saw it with the perspective that I do now.
PI 27: When you watched videos before you saw this movie, do you
think you noticed all the camera angles?
ZackM 28: Not as much as I do now after I've seen that. And after
they analyzed it in that movie. Before I just watched them and was
like "Yeah. A good video." I never really thought about it or
understood why they were doing that.
1 was not expecting students to be so frank in their admission that they do not
notice the images. Students often reported noticing more blatant images frequently referring to rap videos - and new videos that were touted as more
racy; but their general feeling was that they expect to see sexual images of
women and really do not take much notice of it. I did not sense that they were
either offended or excited by those images. The images are simply part of the
landscape of music videos.
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T h e T h ir d In te n tio n o f th e F ilm m a k e r

The filmmaker states directly that it is not his intention to censor music
videos, but only to help viewers become aware of what they are seeing and to
suggest that there are other views on the sexuality of women. He wants a greater
exploration of the array of sexual fantasies and desires than is currently
portrayed in videos. In my conversations with participants two specific
questions arose: What would videos made by women look like? Do you have
any examples? The following responses from four participants in this study
suggest that the film might be deficient in its ability to promote Jhally's
suggestions for change.
ChloeF 2 8 :1 think they'd be the same. Or at least close. Because to
make them different would be to go against what people are used
to and no one's going to want to watch them. They might, but
they'd be taking a big chance. I think they'd look a lot the same.
PI 65: What do you think videos that are created by women would
look like?
SarahF 66: Actually, they would probably be the same because
people watch them. That's how you get an audience.
PI 67: So what if you weren't considering the audience?
SarahF 68: They would probably be close to the same, but probably
not quite as slutty.
NaomeF 4 0 :1 think in the business world maybe not because a
woman CEO compared to a male CEO still knows what viewers
want and watch. Maybe a woman would not like it as much and
not try to promote it as much, but would still let it happen because
she knows there'd be viewers. 1 think if it were a female producer
or director, it would be created differently. Maybe more guys in
the video, but it would still have the same sex draw to it.
JoeM 22: ... 1 am sure there'd be some sexual things. That's just the
way music videos are. The whole music world is seen that way.
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Sex, drugs, and rock and roll. If girls were making videos, it
wouldn't be so right there in your face. It would be more subtle.

These participants understand that there are two categories of sexuality for
women. One category of women is the type of women found in music videos.
These women own their desire and, as a result of this ownership, they also own
the "consequences" of their desire (Tolman and Higgins 205). Tolman and
Higgins describe the other category of women. "Women who wish to avoid the
consequences of being labeled "bad" are expected to define the boundaries of
sexual behavior, outlined by men's desire, and to ignore or deny their own desire
as a guide to their choices" (206). Female CEOs fit into this category. These
participants know that even female CEOs and directors of videos would
understand this system of relating to the standards of sexuality set for women.
Music videos focus on the "sexual" or "bad" woman. These students know that
and. they know that others know it as well.
Some participants stated that they thought female videos would look
different and gave some examples. They also suggested that women might use
the videos as a way to "get back" at men by exploiting men in much the same
way as women are currently exploited in videos.
ShaunM 20: They would be more the women's point of view.
They're not always chasing sex. But they want to find a good
relationship with a grown man. To love instead of lust.
LindseyF 3 6 :1 think there would be a level of sex. It'd be tasteful
though. It'd be like she'd have a lot of style, show some skin, it
wouldn't be completely nasty. Stylish, trendy clothes with some
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sex. More of like a tease video. 1 think a good comparison \ ideo
would be Britney and Madonna's "Me Against the Music". 1 chink
that would show what a girl's video would be like. They looked
good, but if wasn't disgusting like girls couldn't watch. And guys
could watch it too.
ErikaF 14: I think they'd be less provocative. Maybe clothing
options would be more conservative. When 1 think of an
aggressive woman, not in a bad light.... If they see a guy they like,
they'll go up and talk to him. They're not going to just sit back and
wait for things to happen to them because that's how 1 am too. If I
want something done, I'll make the effort and do it. 1 think the
videos would be more like that. Not so much the actual sex part of
it... the dancing... just confidence and stuff.
MadisonF 16: They probably wouldn't show as much of the
sexuality because.... You get a picture of what men want all the
time. Women don't tend to.... There'd probably be the same types
of clothing like the looks and stuff. But I don't think they'd do the
same types of actions. Girls probably don't see themselves.... Or
wouldn't put girls into doing those types of actions.
TaylorF 2 2 :1 would love to see women portray men like that. 1
know it's kind of bad to say that. But just to say "W e're not the
only ones who can be treated like sex objects. You guys can be
easily manipulated too." In real life, it would be like the artist
singing and [s/he] has a love interest. More on a romantic level if
it's a love song. Cute romantic things like roses or something goofy
like that. I think that's how women directors do that for women
artists.
AshleyF 50: Okay. She [Britney Spears in her "Toxic" video] is like
this vixen and she is the one.... She's tempting the men, but at her
own consent. See that's the same thing. It falls into the same
category. She's put herself out there. It's not the man trying to
make himself look desirable to get her. You know what I mean?
PI 51: Female videos might require the man to be more provocative
to the woman?
AshleyF 52: Probably. Because how all the videos that we're
talking about are. The women just have the same idea. Like he
said in Iris video that's how they have to be represented and they
have to make themselves look desirable. "You have to want me."
Want to watch me. Maybe the men would have to do that too.
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Except how does a man look provocative? You see hip hop stars do
that. They go from these backstreet boys to these ripped, buff,
huge, tattooed, pierced, gelled, m anicured.... They make
themselves look hot. They, obviously, want to be desired too. But
they still point it towards the woman. But they still want to be
desired. So maybe it is shifting a little more. It's not always about
that woman. The men have their shirts off too. They want to look
hot too.
These students presented ideas that they saw as new and different, but 1 heard
them describing the same types of images - aibeit, they thought, it was in a toned
down way. The images of women continue to be sexual and they simply add
sexual images of men and make the women less obviously sexual.
A few participants response to this question was simply "I don't know" or
"It depends." Often they stated that the question was hard.
FredM 22:1 don't know. I suppose 1 don't think they'd [use
women] as such sexual objects probably because l don't think
another woman would want herself portrayed like that unless
that's how she is. It'd probably be more balanced between men
and women. It's kind of a tough question.
PI 4 7 :...What do you think videos from a female point of view
would look like?
AshleyF 48: I don't even know because I don't think l see them.
More like the man is the one that needs the woman probably.
PI 16:... What do you think female videos would look like?
FrankieF 1 7 :1 don't know. They probably wouldn't even make it
on. Are there any? 1 have no idea. I really don't. Probably more
about the music. 1 don't think that there would be almost naked
guys dancing around, it could be a parody or something.
PI 43:... How do you think women's videos would look?
jackM 44: Like a woman producer?
PI 45: Yeah.
JackM 46: There are no women producers now?
PI 47: Nope. The film states 90% are made by men.

JackM 48: I don't know. Maybe they'd still have the girls, but not
so explicit. Like zoom in and all that stuff. It's hard to tell because
people like the videos that are being made now. 1 don't really
know if they would want to change the overall appearance of the
video.
PI 3: So if women made videos, how would they be different?
DavidM 4: It's hard to generalize, but l don't know. That depends
on the type and what's selling. If people and interested in seeing
Lisa Loeb strumming her guitar, then people are interested in that.
But if people are interested in seeing Britney Spears roll around half
naked, they're going to want to sec that. I think that women will
inevitably play into that. It's not necessarily true that all artists
want to portray the same image. I just think that they are sucked
into it.
PI 13: The filmmaker suggests if women made videos, they would
look different. How do you think they would look?
ZachM 14: That might depend on the woman's personality and
what she thinks about all that stuff. There is a trend of what music
videos are supposed to look like. I think if a woman made it, it
might look similar and maybe even more explicit because they
might be trying to show they are a woman and can express
themselves however they want.
PI 15: Can you think of any videos that would be an example of
that?
ZachM 16: I'm not really sure who directed that Christina Aguilera
"Drrty" video, but that is one video that comes to my mind when I
think of videos that go right to the edge. It's pretty graphic and I'm
not going to lie, it's one of my favorite videos.
PI 17: But it does seem to present her in a position of power and
more control of her sexuality?
Zach M 18: That's true. Maybe that's why some people like it too.
Maybe they want to (giggles) be dominated.
In this last comment, Zach seems to suggest that women participate in their own
objectification to empower themselves. This idea also came out in interviews
with students who gave examples of current videos directed, written or starred
in by women. They believe that these videos by female performers, where
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women often engage in the same dehumanizing images as male produced
videos, empower women.
RobM 24: Well again, { think we've started getting more into that
now. I don't know how many women produce videos now, but
I'm guessing we're getting closer to what would be more of a
female standpoint on a lot of them. The male Dreamworld is
seeming to be more dominated by female stars now. With Britney
Spears and Christina Aguilera and Beyonce. Their music videos
are from what you'd think was a male point of view. A lot of music
videos now actually have a story to them. Some of them are more
form the woman's point of view. Some of them are a lot more
artistic. Like Evanescence's music video.
JasoriM 4 6 :1 think it would depend on the female, if it were a
Madonna video, 1 don't think it would look much different than
what it is now. Just because that's her image. Maybe like Jewel or
something low toned like that. Most of her videos are just her there
with her microphone just singing. She looks good just not acting
sexual or seducing. Pretty conservative.
DavidM 6: .... There's just no middle ground. But in order to find
the middle ground, you gotta set your boundaries. What is socially
acceptable on both ends. In that respect, 1 don't think all women
just want love and romance. How do you put that in a two minute
film? If I had to think of people who are in the middle ground, I'd
have to think of country musicians. They are contemporary, but
counter to pop. Like someone like Faith Hill who does videos that
have some sexual basis to it, but it's more of an adult setting. It's
not a party, get drunk, swap fluids, and be done. Which is
basically what a lot of them do.
David M 40:.... If you see a Norah Jones or Alicia Keys video, they
downplay what you're seeing. It's more of a focus on them
singing. I think a lot of times they [other artists] use sexual images
because they're not good at their art.
DavidM 4 :.... Someone on both ends of the spectrum, which is an
interesting idea, is Christina Aguilera. She has videos that
demonstrate what the filmmaker says is wrong and then she had
other videos where it's just Iter and she's singing. I think it's called
"I am Beautiful." The video isn't over the top mushy, but it's not a
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bad message. It's something different. There's splices of sexuality
in it. But, it's not as intense as anything else she's done. I thought
that was a good step in the right direction.
PI 23: Can you think of ariv examples?
joeM 24: No. It might be hard. Well, like the new Britney Spears
video. Have you seen that?
PI 25: I've heard of it. "Toxic"?
joeM 26: Yeah. In one scene, she is making out with a guy in an
airplane bathroom and like on a bed. I think they are trying to
portray her as a secret sendee woman. I don't know. I don't think
I've really figured out the concept of the video, but she's basically
just trying to take advantage of these guvs because it's part of her
job. It's like an "Alias" type of thing. 1 could see that like "girl
power". She's getting under these guys' skins and doing her job
and getting what she needs. 1could see that like a woman type
video.
PI 27: Do you see that image of "girl power" or women in control
being appealing to women on campus?
JoeM 28: I'd say yeah. I've watched the video with some girls
before. They started talking about "Alias" after that. [They said]
"It's so cool. She kicks everyone's ass. It's about time there's a
show like that. Where girls are taking care [of business]." Like
Buffy the Vampire Slayer, they think that's all cool. That a girl can
actually take all these guys. They think it's about time. 1 don't
really think about it much 1 guess, but they like it.
PI 43: I think someone else gave the example of a Christina
Aguilera video. You have that "Drrty" video and then you have
the "Beautiful" which is very different.
AshleyF 44: Right. Maybe that just represents different dimensions
of a person, just because your frame of mind changes for a day to
write that song doesn't mean that's who you are. The majority of
her songs are like the "D rrty" video. So, we can pretty much say
that's probably likely who she is. You know what 1 mean. You're
going to have your good things once in awhile, but what you are
most widely represented for is probably, most likely, who you are
and what you are. I think it's safe to say that. That's what 1 would
say anyways.
I wondered how to interpret this comment by Ashley. 1 examined this thought
and listened to this section of her interview tape a number of times. Ashley was
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telling me that it was not Christina Aguliera's "normal" persona to sing a song
like "I'm Beautiful." She had an unusual day when she wrote that song or
elected to sing it. Her "normal" persona is to sing songs about being a "Drrty"
girl and to have men objectify her. The majority of her songs and the behaviors
associated with them are about being promiscuous and sexually open. That's
what Christina is really about. Women are not multifaceted when it comes to
sexuality. Not even women who are performing a "role" for an audience that
states very clearly what it wants to see.
In his film, Jhally states that women are sexually multi-fact ted and
promotes the exhibition of more than one type of sexuality for women. Yet when
questioned about this, the students' suggestions are not distinctly different than
what currently plays on MTV. I believe this issue ties directly back to what they
believe "sells" on MTV. They believe "sex sells" and it does. They watch MTV.
Their friends watch MTV. They are unable to think of alternatives. They know
what they like or at least what interests them and their peers. It's the very thing
that Jha*iy suggests may be harming the relationships between them - images of
women as sexual objects.
The Fourth Intention of the Filmmaker
The filmmaker's fourth primary motivation is to help students understand
that these images of women have a negative effect on society. This intention was
developed from the following points. The images and portrayals of women in
music videos have real world costs. They deny emotions in favor of fantasy.
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They promote men's objectification of women. They persuade women to value
themselves only for the attention they get from men.

These consequences result

in the continuation of "a dysfunctional sexual culture" (Media Education
Foundation 2).
This intention provoked the most discussion with interviewees. First,
they were disturbed by the rape scene and had thought about it.
JackM 56: (Referring to the gang rape scene) It's a powerful scene. 1
guess it does kind of make sense. You could see the reactions from
some of the music videos as being violence if you view them from a
different situation.
Pi 4 1 :... What was your perception about why he put that (gang
rape] in there?
ShaunM 42: just to show how it can go so wrong, if men see all
women as sex crazed animals, they're going to just think they can
take it from them. That's not right.
PI 63: What did you think of his use of the gang rape scene as a way
to make a point?
AshleyF 64. It was kind of disgusting, but how else would he have
made it? I know someone that that happened to. The way she
describes it. It was the worst day of her life. 1 don't know how she
got over it. She's a strong woman. These people took turns on ( .
There was a guy that she was with in the room and he didn't stop
it How disgusting is that. 1 don't think I could think of another
example that could pinpoint the idea as web as that.
Ash ley F 68: Oh .. I can't even think aoout it That's why i don't go
out. My boyfriend went to the clothesline project and got really
upset. 1 guess 1 should have been more sensitive; but instead when
he talked about it, I was like "Hmmm. Yeah. Wake up. I'm a
woman. I live with it everyday." just now he's realizing it.
P! 69: I've had that conversation with my husband. He's a
psychologist, so he's well aware; but on our honeymoon, we went
to a large city and we were at 9:30 pm walking on the street, i
started to get really nervous. He was like, "W hat's your problem?"

I said, "Well, Matt, it's dark out." Even though he was with me, I
was aw are....
AshleyF 70: It's instinctive, isn't it? Especially alter [a local student
was abducted and murdered]. It realty got hard. Here we are with
our mace and we can't even go to Wal-Mart to get shampoo
because we're scared to walk in the dark parking lot. And 1 don't
know if it's from music videos, but 1 know it's all the things in out
culture.
PI 49: So what's so disturbing about it [the rape scene]?
ErikaF 50: Just how all those guys are around. There was just so
many. That they were all cheering them on. That made me uneasy
and how they kept saying she liked it when she obviously didn't.
She was screaming and trying to get away.
PI 53: What did your guy friend think?
ErikaF 54: He thought it was pretty weird and disturbing. He
made the comment "W here would you find all the guys to do
that?" It kino of made it seem fictional. Like most guvs don't have
that mentality and aren't looking to do that.
PI 41:What about that gang rape scene, did it make sense why he
used that particular scene?
FredM 42: Yeah. That definitely fit into the movie because it
portrayed what he was trying to get across. The idea basically.
And that's something that could happen and probably does
happen.
At times, 1 felt students were confused about the rape scene - what it meant to
them and that it provoked some uncomfortable myths about rape.
PI 23: Was there anything else about the film that struck you as
interesting or thought provoking?
TaylorF 24: Well, that whole rope scene. I'd hate to say it's
interesting, but I've never seen it portrayed like that before. So
graphic and gruesome. I can't imagine why those guys wouldn't
step up and say "This has got to stop." Why would he just have to
go along with that? Saving "It's your turn now." Why do you
have to do that? Why can't you just step up for this poor woman
who's screaming for her life?
PI 25: Why do you think the filmmaker did that? What was the
point of it?

TaylorF 26: Going along with the theme of women as sex objects....
When she's dancing there at the bar and she's really drunk, 1
thought he was trying to portray that since she's acting like that,
she's acting like she wants to have sex, then she's giving the guys
the "okay". That she wants to go right here and right now. Even
though she was saying "no". She was giving that, you know,
incentive. Suggestion. It's saying "I want to have sex. I'm drunk.
1 don't know what I'm doing." She's all over that one guy. She's
trying to prove herself as a sex object until she's pushed into it.
MarkM 54: Yeah. 1 agree especially when they keep panning to
that one guy. He's just standing there and staring.
PI 55: What did you think of him?
MarkM 56: In shock. I sorta think that's what it would be like if it
actually happened. You w ould.... It would be tough to get up the
balls, especially when all his friends are cheering, to actually say
something. 1 think you'd either stand there or walk out. Call the
cops or something. But it was in a bar and the bartender didn't do
anything.
PI 3: Did it strike you as all when he talked about how sexual
violence in music videos isn't seen as abnormal?
ErikaF 4: f think the thing I agreed with most in the video is when
he said the violence doesn't change us or make us commit violent
acts; but when he talked about how it makes us react to them, it
desensitizes us and makes it less shocking. When we hear about
rapes in real life, we're like: that's unfortunate and sad, but then it
does happen so it's not totally new to me." 1 like what he said
about that. It made more sense to me.
ZackM 44: I'd probably say maybe he is exaggerating a little bit, but
rape is not a .... It's a serious subject so he's probably exaggerating
to get that message across. This may be one of the causes so you
should pay attention.
PI 45: What you said "causes" of rape... what do you think the
filmmaker was saying about that? The relationship between the
two?
ZackM 46:1 don't think you can ever actually blame anything
solely on one thing. Like in this situation. I couid see how he was
comparing the two and how music videos put that image of the
willing woman in your head. And that's how it is. And because
people are really influenced by celebrities too. When you see and
celebrity living that kind of lifestyle, you are v* Wrung it'd be like
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this. You may be in a situation that's remotely similar and vou are
wishing for that and it might get out of hand.
PI 49: Do you think men usually understand when women say
"no"? Or do they get confused?
ZachM 50:1 think for the most part they understand. They might
be disappointed and they might not stop right away. Not forcing
them, but gently...
PI 51: Nudge them aloZachM 52: Yeah. But 1 v nk for the most part they understand.
There may be some thr re clueless.
NaomeF 8 : 1 can see how if a man watches movies and sees women
saying "no" but really wanting to that they think if they keep
pressing, they'll get a
es". Or an "okay", but not even really said.
And the girls see that and maybe think I'm supposed to act like
that. Younger girls don't know. They've never been in that
situation so they might think "I should act like 'no' even if 1 want
to." Maybe they feel like they should say yes even if they don't
want to.
I continue to be unsure about and disturbed by the "Or an 'okay', but not even
really said ' and "Not forcing them, but gently..." comments. This type erf
comment suggests to me that men are allowed to "push" women until the
woman consents or simply stops resisting. Women are expected to say "okay" in
response to pressure from a man. I do not understand how nudging is not seen
as the same as forcing. It is a more "subtle" version of forcing. The end result is
the same - women have sex when they are not wanting to and men continue to
believe the myth that women say "no" and mean "yes".
Some were challenged in understanding why jhally placed the rape scene
in the film and had trouble accepting that rape is related to the images viewers
see in music videos. At times, the responses simply pointed out some confusion
on the part of the viewer.
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PI 17: Okay. Tell me what else about the film struck you.
ChloeF 18: I don't know. Nothing specific. The rape scene is the
only thing that stands out.
PI 19: So, what did you think he was trying to say with that?
ChloeF 20: 1 almost thought he was saying that the music videos
encourage it, not directly, but indirectly. And I'm sure they don't,
but that's what I thought he was saying.
In contrast to Chloe, who seemed somewhat confused about the meaning of the
rape scene, Naome moved from confusion to clarity after discussing what she
saw with others.
PI 1: [Intro] What thoughts and feelings were going through your
head as you watched the film and how did it make you feel?
NaomeF 2: In the beginning, it made sense. Girls prancing around
in no clothes, but the whole group rape thing in the bar w as... I
know it happens, but the way that they're doing it in the video
where they're going back and forth between the videos and the
rape. I thought that they were kind of stretching it there...
PI 45: Have you talked with any of your friends about the film since
you saw it?
NaomeF 4 6 :1 talked to my best, friend and boyfriend about the
whole rape thing. Just how the scene grossed me out. It disturbed
me. I know that's what it was there to do; but when I talked about
it, it was how the video was gross and stretching everything to
make it look like it's worse than it is. But after talking about it,
maybe it is worse. We look at it like it's not bad, but rapes are
common. Maybe videos and advertisements are pushing to think
that it's okay.
Not surprisingly, I had one female student who had been a survivor of a rape.
She had a desire to be interviewed and, even though the film was hard for her to
watch, she did so with a keen perception as to how it related to her personally.
Her honesty, maturity, thoughtfulness, and critical thinking skills allowed us to
have a valuable conversation. I have chosen to not include much information
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about her sexual assault. She was from a small town and her situation was tairly
unique.
ZoeyF 12: That's just like violence. How many movies do you have
where violence is funny? Violence and how desensitized people
are to rape. It's scary. It's everywhere. That scene in the movie
was particularly disturbing [for] me because when I was 1 4 ,1 was
in an incident. I was involved in an incident with a man who was
26. So, it was technically child molestation rather than rape. So,
whenever I see anything like rape, it really... 1 mean it's just right at
my throat.
PI 61: You are doing a great job. I appreciate your honesty.
ZoeyF 62: No problem. I actually was going to call you because I
really wanted to be interviewed because I think somebody who has
been in this situation - where they've been violated sexually views this movie differently than somebody that's only heard about
it.
PI 63: I'm sure that you weren't the only person in that room
because I realize how common [rape] is.
ZoeyF 64: It's really common. It's not unusual or anything to be
ashamed of. 1 don't think my parents handled it very well. They
said "Well, you did do some wrong" because I went out drinking.
So, was I to blame for it? 1 look at it like when I went out to drink,
my intentions were to drink. That was me being naive because of
my age.
PI 6 5 :1 think even adult women who go out and drink at bars and
end up having a sexual assault happen to them .... Um. Women
who haven't been sexually assaulted are aware of sexual assault;
but they don't think in daily life "Well, I better not wear this short
skirt because I might get sexually assaulted." Or "1 better not have
this extra beer because I might get sexually assaulted." It's
irrational to make those rape myth claims because women don't go
about their daily lives thinking about what they do as leading to a
potential sexual assault, ^hey certainly think "I should not walk
down this dark alley by myself because I might be sexually
assaulted." That's obvious. In regular daily living, that's not
something that they think of. It's somewhat irrational to think tnat
a person is [going to have] the foresight when they are in the midst
of having that fifth beer which is going to push them over the edge
[into drunkenness]. That they would stop to think "Maybe I
shouldn't. Maybe I’ll get sexually assaulted."
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Zoey was one of the only interviewees to independently bring up what she
believed were other consequences related music video images. She felt the
following issues were related to the "world'' that MTV creates and they had
influences on real life experiences.
PI 1: [Intro] What thoughts and feelings were going through your
head as you watched the film and how did it make you feel?
ZoeyF 2: I guess it puts into perspective, in a lot of instances, how
men do view women. It's like... they were talking about a person
that's passive and, well, just kind of, um, not very intelligent.
When a woman brings her car into the auto mechanic, they talk to
you like you don't have a clue. Or they try to overcharge you. I
guess that's kind of related. I don't know. I guess a lot of the
imagery was just... 1 don't know. The movie - it had a lot of
emotions for me. So, it's hard for me to remember all of it. just
thinking about the way the women were portrayed and how that's
so prevalent in our society. It gets so firmly ingrained into a
woman's head that you are supposed to be this beautiful sex object
and you're supposed to be desired. It puts pressure on people.
P1 29: So you don't think that seeing women like Trishelle [an MTV
Real World character] or women like the images in the music
videos... that's not real? In real life, women aren't like that?
ZoeyF 30: No. I don't think women are like that at all. I think when
females are younger; some women just think that's what they have
to do. They have to play that part. When you get older, you're like
"N o." It's more important to respect myself and demand respect
from people. When a person is younger, they're just bombarded
with all of this. They're having all the changes with their bodies
and they are bombarded with all these suggestive ideas. They're
trying to figure out who they are. There are all these people telling
them "This is who you should be." Unless they have a really firm
base to draw from, they can easily be convinced this is the role you
are supposed to play. Whereas, if they have a stronger base, then
they can have a clearer view of how things really are. It's that
"teenager" [phase]. But once you get out of that teenager [phase],
guys can't get away with some of the stuff they can get away with
when they are younger. Women reach a certain age where they
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won't put up with it. IV.ey start respecting themselves and they
won't put up with a guy treating them like an object.
Despite the fact that mpst students felt disturbed by the rape images and their
relationship to music videos, 1 did not get the sense that they were offended or
outraged in any way. They made statements tike "sex sells" and suggested that
there was nothing to be done. 1 got the sense that the students made a distinction
between real life experiences and the fantasy world of videos and, therefore,
began to ask what women were like in real life.
PI 13: Do you think the way he suggests music videos portray
women - as sex crazed - does that have any validity in real life?
RobM 14: Not really no. Well, actually not at all. Not to what he
was talking about with nymphomaniacs, i hope most people can
differentiate reality from the Dreamworld. If you wanted a story...
Just last year me and some friends went to a barn dance out of
town. When we got there, this girl walked up to us and said "come
with me." Grabbed us and outside they have a party bus or
something from [city about an hour away]. They said they won
some sort of radio contest. They had this big party bus. So it was
me and my two friends and 15 girls in this bus. We were making
jokes that we stepped into a beer commercial. It was reality, but we
were laughing about it.
PI 15: Did what happens in the Dreamworld happen to you?
RobM 16: No. Not at all. (laughter) It was just sitting around and
talking.
PI 7: The filmmaker says music videos portray women as sex
crazed nymphomaniacs. Do you think women are like that in real
life? How much of what you see in the videos correlates to real
life?
ShaunM 8: Barely any of it? I don't know any women like that.
Like sex crazed nymphos. It just makes a fantasy world. Makes
people want to watch it. And most people I know aren't like that.
PI 9: So what are women like?
ShaunM 1 0 :1 don't know. If they are sex crazed, they're not going
to go after eveiy guy they see. They're going to take their time and
find the good guy. They're not ail perfectly skinny with big boobs.
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PI 15: The image he suggests that you see most on M 1V is the sex
crazed woman. Do you think women are like that in the real
world?
MarkM 16: No. Not hardly.
PI 17: What are women like really?
MarkM 18: They're just like anyone I guess. They're just like a
guy. They've got the same needs and wants. But it's not like he
depicts it. They care and they're not just like these crazy people.
PI 11: What are women like if they are not like that?
jasonM 1 2 :1 would say they are a lot more conservative than they
were in the video. The [girls in the videos] seemed to like seducing
and are always up for anything sexual. And they were dressing
like it. First of all, girls don't dress anything like those people were
and they don't act like that. They're a lot more conservative. They
keep their views to themselves.
PI 19: What do you think women are like in real life?
SarahF 20: Urn. More conservative. Not all the time and not
everyone. But the majority of people, 1 think, are. There's always a
"but". There's those few people that aren't.

Some participants agreed that there was a level of similarity between real women
and women in videos. There were often caveats related to these resemblances.
For Ashley, she believes that women often "look" the part. David agrees that
women dress in certain ways to attract attention. Naome says they want to be
pretty, but not "slutty".
PI 13: Do you think that the way women are portrayed on MTV,
does that represent real life or not?
AshleyF 14: I think it's starting to. Maybe a real woman who's a
medical student or you, probably, I think they can escape it. But, if
you look at the vast majority of college students here, you know the
sorority kind.... Most of my friends who go out all the time, they
wanna look hot. They wanna look sexy which means looking
slutty. And acting like a slut because that's how they get the
attention they want. I see it all the time, definitely.
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P! 15: The other half of that image then - there's the appearance
p>art of it and then there's the behavior part of it. Do you think
women act in real life how they are portrayed on those videos?
AshleyF 16: Sometimes. It comes out a!
derent times though.
Obviously, if you are going out to dinner with your family or in a
very public place where there's children, they aren't going to act
like that and they aren't going to dress like that. But I think acting
and dressing go hand-in-hand. If you are ready to go out on the
town and you are going to dress a certain way, you are going to act
the part. It comes with certain settings where you can act and be a
certain way.
DavidM 6:... 1 went to the Blues Traveler concert the other day.
Some girls were showing up wearing things that were not
appropriate anywhere. Maybe at a club...
PI 7: Like what? Can you give me an example?
DavidM 8: Skirts that were leaving very little to the imagination.
Shirts that were cut high up and low down. Nothing that would
stop a nun in her tracks, but it was stuff that made me wonder
"W hat are you really here for? Are you here for the music?" It
made me a little confused about what people expect from an
entertainment [venue]. It was kind of suggestive. Overly forcing
sex over anything else. You can't help but think she's showing off.
Trying to look as suggestive as possible. Obviously she might be
looking for attention.
PI 9: So, if women aren't like they are in videos (for the most part),
what are they like?
DavidM 10: As in opposition to music videos, well.... In music
videos, they're never doing anything. They're just sitting there
looking good and maybe singing along with the chorus. Women, I
find, are for m ore.... Women in music videos look easy. Obviously
that's not the case. In music videos, they are meant to look
approachable and like "Come, do what you want and leave." In a
real life situation, you are dealing with more than your own eyes
and mental opinion. You have to worry about what they are
thinking about. What are they going to say? It's more of like a give
and take. The gratification you get from watching videos, you take
it in and put nothing back. In real life, it's a relationship. It's not
just staring off unless you're in a strip club which is an entirely
different thing. In real life, there's m ore.... There's never.... It
doesn't sell. You're never going to have a rap video presenting a
woman's political beliefs. Not that anybody even cares or has them
anymore. At least it seerns that way. But, generally, you don't get

a sense of what else is there. "Yeah you look good, but can you

speak? Or are you a purely aesthetic person?"
PI 11: Are there girls that are "purely aesthetic"? That look easy?
You mentioned at the concert....
DavidM 12; Well, they want to make themselves look as
approachable as possible. Not necessarily anything else. Trying to
garnish more attention. 1 don't think there's any that are
particularly easy.
PI 13: Is that image of women real? Like in real life, is it like that?
NaomeF 14: No. In some ways it kind of is. When women dress,
they want to look pretty. They want to be attractive, but not in a
slutty way. But in videos, they stretch it out to where you have to
wear almost nothing and wear tons of makeup to look pretty.
What is being said here is that women can get "caught up" in dressing in wavs
that attract men's attention. By doing so, they encourage men to think sexually
and approach them. This man believes that women, when they dress
provocatively, want men to approach. Yet, the women in these excerpts believe
that women dress provocatively to please men and to look "pretty" (NaomeF 14).
Jaci . id Zach believe that the sexually aggressive side of women comes
out for the

ght guy.

PI 3: What's it like in real life? What are women like in real life?
JackM 4: They have their little parties and the girls are everywhere.
But the parties 1 go to, the ratio is different. Way more guvs than
girls. Let alone all the beautiful girls they have on the videos.
PI 5: Do you remember how the filmmaker suggested that women
were portrayed as sex crazed? Do you think women are like that in
real life?
JackM 6: One in a million? I think it'd be like for the right partner
or the right guy. They'll be willing to do more things. It's
completely absurd to think that girls will go to parties and want to
have sex with any guy they want. Hopefully, they have some taste
and respect for themselves as well.
PI 7:What are girls like in your experience?
JackM 8: Like at parties?
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Pi 9: in general... at parties... whatever.
jackM 10: For the most part girls I've dates have been pretty
conservative and not wanted to show everybody that they are sex
crazed lunatics. Even it they are not or whatever. I hey want to
have privacy. The giris on the videos obviously have no regard tor
that.
PI 5: So what are girls like at parties you go to?
ZachM ... It really depends on the type of party and the type of girl
you art.1with and how well you know them. A lot of parties around
here - I'm from a smaller area so you party with people you know.
It's nothing like music videos. That's for sure. If you know a
person really well and you are drinking and having a good time,
you'll be a little bit closer with them. Arm around them just talking
and stuff. There's nothing like the hanging on guys or just
throwing themselves at anybody. Maybe then? are examples of
some girls sometimes that do that.
Madison believes something altogether different about sexually aggressive
women.
PI 17: So there's a difference between how you lo >k and how
you act?
MadisonF 18; Yeah.
PI 19: The way they show women as sex crazed, are women
like that in real life?
MadisonF 20 I'd say the majority aren't. There are some
that are, like that, but I'd say the majority aren't.
PI 21: What are they like?
MadisonF 22: More of them ... I see more people laid back.
They're not the "just wanna have sex." ! see guys as being
the sex craving people. And women are more laid back. If
they do it, they are just giving in to what a guy wants 1
think.
Joe agrees that there are similarities, but at some point, they stop.
PI 5: What are women iike?
joeM 6: Should l compare them to women in the videos?
PI 7: Yeah.
JoeM 8: Yeah Girls can once in awhile... [it] depends on the
setting. College parties, yeah, there might be some girls that might
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be drunk and they'll dance a lot with each other. Every now and
then, they'll kiss each other. Guys will root them on to kiss, but
they never do any of the ridiculous things they do on music videos.
Maybe.... All my friends tell me about when they went to Cancun,
girls would do unbelievable things. Things you'd never think a
person would do in front of thousands of people; but other than
that, 1 never see anything like in the music videos. The way girls
act or anything like that.
Taylor very clearly stated her ideas about the two types of women.
Pi 7: What are women like in real life?
TaylorF 8:1 think women are normal people. We want to go to
school. We want to have friends. We want a social life. We want
to portray ourselves as we are people too. We're not just out there
to have sex with everybody. We want to have deep conversations
with guys. We want to have feelings for a specific person. More
than just "I need to have sex right now and 1 really don't care." It's
more for love and a deep connection with someone at a higher
mental level.
As a result of the distinctions between types of women, 1 began to ask about the
differences between "good girls" and "bad girls". Again, Taylor was able to
specifically state her thoughts.
PI 49: What is the difference between girls that are sexually
aggressive and girls that aren't?
TaylorF 50: The girls who aren't, 1 think, are smarter. They know
that they don't have to try that hard to get a guy's attention. They
know how to find the right kind of guy who'll give them the right
kind of attention that they need. Because they grew up in a family
where they were able to say what they want. Dress how they want.
So they're used to the kind of attention where they can say what
they want because they won't be disowned for their opinion. The
girls who have to be sexually aggressive... they never had that
experience. So, they watch the music videos and say" Oh, this is
what I need to do in order to get a guy's attention." They learned
from that and that's the only thing they know' because they don't
have those other experiences, i don't think.
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Zach seems more open minded about women who have sex when they choose,
but there are limits.
Pf 19- Today it seems that men don't have the expectation that
women will only have sex in the midst of a relationship. That some
women will have sex outside of a relationship. Even one night
stands. And they aren't [labeled) "sluts". Does that make sense?
ZachM 20: Yeah. 1 think that's very true. 1 know a lot of girls I
don't consider slutty, but they will pick up a guy or get with a guy
one night. It's not usually what they do. If they do it, more power
to them 1 guess. A guy could care less. 1 don't see it either way. If
there are girls wno make it a habit, I'd start to think.. .. Then it
comes into the double standard too. Because there are guys that do
the same thing.

Ashley sees the double standard as well. Her attitude towards women who "fall
in to the loop" of sexual promiscuity is one of blame.
AshleyF 70:....By the way, have you seen the Christina video? I
forget what it's called. Anyway, it's like female power. She's in it.
She walks in and she's in this tiny tube top and these cut off shorts
and heels. She's walking down the street downtown, in the ghetto.
And there are all these black, white, and ethnic women down there.
She's just walking and strutting her stuff. And this guy comes up
and grabs her butt. LiT Kim is also in it. One of the verses in the
song is, "I don't understand why it's okay. The guys can get away
with it, but the girl gets named." There are people out there. She's
telling them off the whole time. It's kind of nice to see that.
AshleyF 72: It's about having the strength. Confidence. Not falling
into it. Don't fall into the loop. I'm not in the loop. I'm far from
the loop, but I've made myself that way too. I think a lot of times
girls make themselves subject to it. And I hate to say it, but a lot of
times it's your own fault. You can get out of it. Overcome it. It's
what you choose and what you want.
This particular comment encapsulates the most important finding of this work the participant's opinion of and reaction to sexually aggressive or promiscuous
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women. This particular facet required much discussion and occupied a
considerable amount of my thinking during the interviewing and thereafter. For
me, asking participants about sexually aggressive women became essential to the
interview process. Their thoughts ranged from dismissive to disgust to pity.
Most importantly, the message was that "slut" is a category a woman should
avoid.
PI 19: So the women who've had sex witfi several people since
they've come to school, what are they like?
AshleyF 20: Like the women of the Dreamworld 1 suppose. Urn.
Dress the part. Don't always act the part, just because you date a
lot of people doesn't put you in a slut category.
FrankieF 6 0 :1 think porn has its place.
PI 61: It has its place for some people.
FrankieF 62: Exactly. 1 know that my boyfriend watches porn. I
don't care because..., 1 know some girls who would care. 1 guess 1
know that every guy does so.... He wants me. Not those slutty
girls.
P i l l : Have you ever met girls who are like that?
JackM 12: Not when they are completely sober. Alcohol takes away
your inhibitions. I have met two girls in my life who are nymphos.
PI k>. What are they like?
JackM 14: They still have.... They aren't going to do anything with
any guy. They pick and choose. They aren't going to throw
aw ay...er, give their bodies to anyone.
PI 15: Are they treated differently than other girls?
JackM 16: Yeah. Definitely. The girl I've dated at one point, the
way she dressed attracted more guys. I don't know if they knew
she was... I'm not going to say "nympho" because she wasn't that.
PI 17: She slept around?
JackM 18: No, not necessarily. That's what I was getting at before.
How they'll have a specific guy. You know the Britnev Spears song
"I'm a Slave for You"?
PI 19: Yeah. Oh okay.
JackM 20: Kind of like that. But more they portray themselves a
little more and therefore get more attention. Have guys gawking.
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Pi 21: So what you are saying is that there are some giris that are
like that, but it's in the midst of a relationship with a specific
person?
jackM 22: Yeah. That's what I would say. Because I haven't met
any girl that's just wild. I'm from a small town too, so I don't have
as much exposure to people and big parties. So the girl I was
dating, even though guys gawked at her and hit on her, she still
was true to me. She didn't take their comments and act on them.
ZachM 8: Every so often, there's one girl that's just out to get
something that night. She's just all over everybody. Maybe that's
not even her intention, but she's just having a good time and that's
how she's trying to get attention. From my experience, girls aren't
like that, but there's always that one girl. And other girls don't like
that either because that girl gets all the attention. Flirting. Maybe
she's not even trying to pick up anybody. She just likes to be the
center of attention. That might give people the wrong idea about
her and her intentions for that night. That's probably why stuff like
rape happens.
PI 9: You mention women's responses to a girl like that. What, in
general, are men's responses like?
ZachM 10: All guys are "Oh man. Oh yeah." At the time, they're
all thinking the same thing. They're going to try to talk to her a
little more because there might be a possibility. Its human nature
too go after that type of thing; but then the next day, you're talking
to your friends about it. "Oh yeah. That girl was a slut. She was all
over everybody. I'd never have anything to do with her." But the
night before, everybody's thinking the same thing - "I'll look at
her."
Some participants had specific ideas about what types of women were sexually
aggressive and the kind of emotional vulnerabilities that exist within those
women. The excerpts below show how students see promiscuous women as
needing to have some reason for their actions. For example, they lack self-esteem
or need reassurance.
PI 25: What you just brought up about women who have had
multiple partners- not perceiving them in another light - that's
interesting. I think most people do [perceive them differently].
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AshleyF 26: Well, some you do. Because you hear stories about
STDs and there's some nasty stuff that people do and they talk
about it the next day. 1 suppose them are some people 1 get ideas
about. But 1 try to think of everyone as the same. 1 don't like to
categorize people. So 1 try to think of them as the same, but you
always know it's kind of gross. Tom e. But, that's how some
people are. There has to be some underlying reason. Selfconfidence. 1 don't know what it might be, but there has to be
something.
PI 35: ...H ave you ever met any
were sexually aggressive? That
SarahF 36: Yeah. I have friends.
be guys, they need to dress and
their comfort

of these women or known any that
would be labeled "bad girls"?
To go out where there's going to
look "slutty". That's how they get

PI 13: Most people agree that most women don't act like the
women in videos. But there are rare women who do. Whet are
they like? How are they treated as sexually aggressive and
provocative women?
FrankieF 14: Well. I don't know any, but if someone were, they
would probably be very insecure. Actually I do have... 1 know
some people who, well basically, fuck any guy. They are so
unhappy that to get some level of attention.... They don't
understand anything deeper yet. It's really sad.
The following excerpts show how they believed that "those women" have bad
morals or a bad upbringing.
PI 9: Other people have said mat too. That it's not the real world.
It's a fantasy. So what if there are women that are like that? How
do people react to them?
ErikaF 1 0 :1 would say that I'm still pretty conservative; so if 1 did
see girls acting like that, I would think it's kind of out of line.
Definitely something I wouldn't do. So my friends and I aren't
really like that; but when you do go to clubs, you can see how girls
can get outta control like that. Girls put on a show and do things
the guys would like to see. I have seen that. Not my friends or
anything; but in clubs, I've seen people do that.
PI 11: So, how do you and your friends feel about women like that?
What do you think?
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ErikaF 12: I think that they probably don't have the best morals. Or
are doing things for the wrong reasons. Trying to impress people
and not being themselves. I probably wouldn't try to associate
with those people. It's just not the type of behavior that I'd want to
be associated with. Really. 1 don't know. I just think it's
disgusting in a way and not the classiest of things to do. So 1 just
try to avoid that whole thing. For most guys, [the girls] get positive
feedback so that continues their behavior.
PI 9: Do you think there are women in the world that are sexually
aggressive?
TaylorF 1 0 :1 think so. Most of them do it for attention 1 think.
They're not getting enough attention either from their parents or a
spouse or something. They're not getting the attention that they
need. So in order to get satisfaction, they gave to go and portray
themselves the wrong way to guys.
They also have a belief that promiscuous women are unusual people; they are
not "typical" women. They are women that are acquaintances, but not friends.
They are not the sort of women you spend time with as friends. They are not
"selective" women.
PI 13: Are there women like that?
JasonM 14: I'm sure. Actually I have a friend like that who is 18 and
she's a stripper from back home.
PI 15: What's she like?
JasonM 16: She's like that. Like those girls. She would do anything
that you would want her to if you want to have the reputation of
being with her.
PI 17: What do most guys, in your experience, think of her?
JasonM 18: They won't have anything to do with her.
PI 19: How come?
JasonM 20: Just because of her reputation and she gets around a lot.
She doesn't keep anything quiet. So if you were to be with her,
everyone would know.
PI 21: What's it like being her friend?
JasonM 22: Well. I'm kind of more of an acquaintance. I talk to her
once in awhile, but I try not to talk to her too much so she doesn't
get the idea that l want to be that kind of friend with her.
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PI 13: Well, maybe easy isn't the right word. Sexually aggressive or
provocative?
DavidM 14: Well, that's different. To me, sexually provocative
women are women that are secure with their sexuality. If they like
a man, they like a man. They have no problem holding back their
want or desire. Not that that's a bad thing. It's human. That is a
more typical woman. But there are times that you hear, girls that
just kind of.... Well, I don't know. It's a hard boundary to define
because they are either "just a slut" sleeping with every guy or
she's just secure with herself. It's almost how much resistance....
No, how selective, they are in their choices. Whether or not you
could sleep with six guys or girls. If you do it in a year, you're
dirty. In a lifetime, it's okay. That one set period of your life
shouldn't define who are you, but often it does at the time. That
doesn't really have that much to do with what we are talking
about.
There are specific reactions to these women as well. The students say that
promiscuous women are dirty' and untrustworthy. Other people ignore them.
People look down on the women, treat them badly and disrespect them. As one
student says referring to a woman he knows "U gh!" (joeM 14).
PI 11: What are women like that treated like?
TaylorF 12: Not very well I don't think. The men think all she
wants is sex and "I don't even have to care about her. I just have to
call her up and [say] let's go." They don't need to talk to her - be a
gentleman and take her out. Give her flowers. Something weird
like that. It's just an object. You're at my fingertips and we do it
when I want to.
PI 13: What do other women think about women like that?
TaylorF 14: For me, I just think it's all about attention. If you
portray yourself that way, you are going to get treated poorly. I
can't imagine anybody doing that.
PI 33: So girls that do act iike that, how do they get treated? The
girls that are sexually aggressive and dress provocatively.
ZoeyF 34: Generally I don't think the}' are treated with much
respect, but they get the male attention that they want. It just
makes that message okay. If I act like this, if 1 do this, then I'll get
more attention. What they don't realize is the guy's not interested
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in a relationship. He's interested in what they can do for him. It's
like they can't get out of it because they feel so empty because so
many people have taken so much from them. On the flipside, they
can't stop because they still have that desire. They want to be
wanted. They want to be desired. They want somebody there.
And so, they keep going. Some people stay in it a good majority of
their lives. Some people grow out of it. it all depends on the
person and the people around them. Do they have somebody that
is going to care enough to say "Hey, you are worth more than
this"? Or are they just going to always hang around the people that
keep them down.
PI 7: The filmmaker says music videos portray women as sex
crazed nymphomaniacs. Do you think women are like that in real
life? How much of what you see in the videos correlates to real
life?
ShaunM 8: Barely any of it? I don't know any women like that.
Like sex crazed nymphos, it just makes a fantasy world. Makes
people want to watch it. And most people I know aren't like that.
PI 15: But haven't you ever heard of women that are sexually
aggressive with all kinds of men?
ShaunM 16: They're out there, but 1 don't know any personally.
I'm sure there's some out there.
PI 67: Just stay away from them?
ShaunM 68: Yeah. Well, I don't know. Just never really watch
them or pay attention to them to see what they are doing. I got
other stuff going on.
PI 6 1 :1 think the film points out that the images on MTV are of
sexually aggressive women. But in real life, if you had a sexually
aggressive woman in your dorm, she'd be a pariah. Hardly
anybody would talk to her because she'd be "such a big slut". No
one would want to have anything to do with her.
SarahF 62: Gee. I don't choose to be friends with people like that
because 1 wouldn't know if I couid trust them or not.
PI 51: What if you come across a woman that's just generally
sexually aggressive - not in the midst of a relationship?
JackM 5 2 :1 don't like that at all. I call her a "slut". And I'm totally
turned otf by that because 1 would never do anything sexual
outside a relationship, so I'd just say probably "dirty" and "stay
away because how am I ever going to be able to trust you?" If
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something does develop from it, there's absolutely no way to trust
someone like that. So, l keep clear.
PI 21: What are they [sexually aggressive] women like?
MarkM 22: They're not the norm. People look down on them.
They think they're weird. Especially like other girls. They talk bad
about them.
PI 23: What do you think guys think of them?
MarkM 24: They're sluts 1 guess. They're there to be used more or
less. They're just not the norm.
PI 9: Have you ever heard of women - not like in Cancun - who are
sexually aggressive or very provocative?
joeM 10: I've heard of women that like to take charge, h s not iike
they are throwing you around, but I've heard about girls that will
initiate everything. Be very open about what they want and how
they want it. But never just physically dominate you. I've never
run across a girl like that.
PI 11: [Referring to "bad girls"] Have you ever heard of girls like
that?
JoeM 12: Yeah. I don't know if this is a very good example. I used
to work security at a raceway. There's this girl. I think she's 18 or
19 and she's been working at this big international raceway. She's
met a lot of racers and she ends up going.... She ended up meeting
a bunch of motocross racers and she ended up dating one. I guess
she basically ended up making her way around the motocross
circuit. All she desired was to be with someone famous. She
reminded me of a bad girl. She smoked. She wanted to be viewed
as a bad girl. She would go with bad guys. The guys that were
tough - extreme motocross racers. That girl, 1 guess, you could
view her as a bad girl, but other than that.... That's a rarity. Maybe
one out of a hundred. Most girls are.... You got the quiet and shy
ones. You got the average one and then you got the loud talkative
ones. Every once in awhile you meet one that gets drunk and
wants to fight other girls. You don't see that very often.
PI 13: This motocross girl.... What did people think of her?
JoeM 14: People.... It's hard to say because a lot of the people I
worked with were kind of sleaze balls. I worked with a bunch of
guys that were basically high school dropouts and they like it.
They were all attracted to her. They all wanted.... "Yeah, she'd
show me a thing or two." I'm just kind of like "Ugh!"
PI 15: What about you and your friends here? What would you
think about her?
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JoeM 16: Well, it's like the fantasy world. I wouldn't mind just like
one time. I've had discussions with my frienu- that just one time in
my life 1 want a girl to tie me down and dominate me. just once,
just gag me, so 1 can't talk. So, she just does everything she wants
to do to me. Ail my friends are like "just o n ce '. After once, i'll be
done with it for the rest of my life.
PI 17: It's the fantasy and with regularity, it would ruin it?
JoeM 18: Yeah. If you think of it this w ay.... If it happens more
than once, it's no longer a fantasy. And people like to have their
fantasies. If these things were reailv happening, they wouldn't be
fantasies anymore. I like fantasy worlds. It'd ruin everything.
Only three participants treated the subject differently. Two men believed that
the existence of promiscuous women could simply be untrue and, therefore,
really did not have much value.
PI 25: Do they ever talk about girls who are "sex crazy
nymphomaniac-dirty girls"?
FredM 26: Yeah once in aw'hile. Usually it seems like, like you can
never really figure out if it's actually true. You may be making fun
of somebody or trying to get a rise out of them by saying that.
Usually it's in good humor, but I don't know if I've ever come
across where it's maybe actually true.
PI 19: There are certainly lots of stereotypes about men that he
could make another movie about. Have you ever met or heard of a
girl that was like that?
RobM 20: There are always stories about girls in high school. But,
at the same time, it's not the same thing. They're not out looking
for sex. They may be more promiscuous than others, but that's jusi
like everyone else too. And they get that reputation. It's never
something you take that seriously.
Lindsey's experience growing up in Chicago gave her a different perspective
altogether.
PI 9: Are there girls that are sex crazed?
LindseyF 10: Yeah. 1 guess 1 wrnuld assume so, but some of my
friends.... They're like "w hatever" especially if they are drinking.
Some people here, even athletes, thev'11 go home with different
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people every weekend. It's just like a thing they do. That's not
how 1 roll, but that's what some people do. I think the way the
videos [present] it as that’s what is going to happen and in the real
world, especially in North Dakota, it's what the girls want. The
guys are much more gentlemanly than like... I'm from Chicago too,
so....
PI 19: So what are women who are the same way [sleep around}
treated like?
LindseyF 20: This is the sad part. It's changing 1 think. Which isn't
to say that it's good. Because I don't like to sleep with people
because I get emotionally attached easily. Anyway, 1 feel like I'm a
badass most of the time, but 1 do get emotionally attached. 1 think
girls get looked at as kind of skanky and nobody really wants them
for a relationship. That's wrhat I see. Overlooking a situation, if a
girl is a total skank and has a lot of partners or is just slutty at the
parties, no guy - no real good guy - is going to want to date her.
PI 21: Is it different at home [in Chicago]?
LindseyF 22:1 think it's a lot different here. This is a more
republican type.... There's not a lot of diversity. There's like four
black people and like four gay people. Random. Here it's like
everyone does it, but doesn't talk about it. One of my friends slept
with [an emerging popular pop star] iike a month ago. So that was
the big topic of conversation. Sounds like my friend is a big whore,
but she's not. At home, it doesn't matter if you talk about it... .They
can do it if they want to and if they don't want to, they're not going
to.
LindseyF 54: Thai's what I remember thinking at the time. How
girls in music videos are made to look like sluts and then guys
think its okay to do this is she's a slut. If she's a nice girl, then vve
don't want to do that to her. But if she's a slut, she's going to want
it anyways. The music videos make it seem iike "You're a dirty girl
anyways. We might as well do this." So that is obviously wrong.
Lindsey's statement is at the core of the questions I was asking myself about the
participant's reactions to the film and became the center of my thinking about the
film and the hegemony that surrounds its topics.
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CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION
In hist Girls : Teenage 't ubes amt the Myth of the Slut, Emily White (2002)
asks "W hat is so monstrous about a sex crazed girl?" This question and the
participant Lindsey's statement are the starting point for many of my thoughts
concerning this project. Early in the interviewing process, 1 wondered why the
participants, particularly the women, were not more outraged by the ideas jhally
presents. They agreed with his assessment of the type of images of women and
his assessment of the consequences of those images, but they did not seem overly
concerned with how this may affect them personally. Over time 1 began to see
their distinctions between the type of women in videos and the type of women
they perceived themselves to lx?. As Lindsey says, "But if she's a slut, she's going
to want it anyways. The music videos make it seem like 'You're a dirty girl
anyways. We might as well do this.'" The reasoning seems to be if the women
in music videos are sluts and "w e" are not, then there are no worries. At times
the level of disgust and pity with which they spoke of promiscuous women was
surprising to me. The women distanced themselves from "sluts" both
psychologically ("Lie w'ants me. Not those siutty girls. " FrankieF 62) and
physically ("1 don't choose to be friends with people like that because ! wouldn't
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know if I could trust them or not." SarahF 62). As White put it, "Girls manifest a
verbal and physical hostility toward the slut that is remarkable in its focused
intensity" (White 132). This was clearly evident in the comments made by
participants in my study.
For men "contempt for the slut is intermingled with desire" (White 77).
"Even if boys claim to have slept with her, they are never really with her" (White
125). Most of the male participants' reactions towards promiscuous women are
revealed as concealed sexual interest coupled with avoidance, aversior, or
hostility. Music videos overuse of images of promiscuous women makes it clear
that they are desired, but they are not to be taken seriously as women to spend
time with or be close to. "They're sluts i guess. They're there to be used more or
less." (MarkM 24)
This level of disconnect between "us" and "them" provides a level of
security to the women who are not promiscuous. As Deborah Tollman and Tracy
Higgins make clear ...girls and women come to understand the norms of acceptable
behavior - that good girls are those that who are sexually innocent,
meaning without sexual desire, although not necessarily without
sexual experience. These girls are sexual objects, not subjects,
charged with defending the boundaries of their own sexual activity
by resisting male aggression. In contrast, bad girls are girls who
express their desire, acting as sexual subjects on their o wn behalf.
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Vilified by the media and the culture more broadly as deviant and
threatening.... (211).
Music videos are an excellent example of the media about which Tolman and
Higgins write. Music videos reinforce the false idea that if a woman avoids
promiscuous behavior, she can also avoid ' unpleasant" experiences like rape;
and that if she does not avoid sex, she "gets what's coming to her." These ways
of thinking are further supported by the rape myths held in contemporary
American society that blame the victim. These ideas include: She was wearing a
short skirt. She was drunk. She slept with his friend last week. She shouldn't
have been by herself. She sleeps around anyway or as a participant in the study
put it as he discussed the behavior of his friend's sophomore aged sister,
"She ended up having oral sex with like five guys on the same
night, that's what 1 heard. I don't know what the scenario was
because that's not something that could be forcibly put onto
someone. 1 suppose, maybe, kind of farfetched that someone
would do that."(DavidM 18)
He did not consider that it may be just as farfetched (or even more so) to think
that she would choose to perform oral sex on five seniors as to have been forced
or "convinced" by them to perform.
For a promiscuous woman, "her lust and her destruction are always
intertwined" (White 71). The women of the Dreamworld are promiscuous. They
are the type of women who deserve what they get. Keeping the distance
between "us" and "those types of girls" keeps violence at bay.

TayiorF 26: Even though she was saving "no". She was giving that,
you know, incentive. Suggestion, it's saving "I want to have sex.
I'm drunk. 1 don't know what I'm doing." She's all over that one
guy. She's trying to prove herself as a sex object until she's pushed
into it.
1 do not mean to suggest that the participants were callous to victims of rape.
They are not insensitive to violence. Upon questioning and discussion, 1 am
certain, they woulci agree that a woman does not ask to be raped.
Unfortunately, they are members of a patriarchal society. One that in
"reestablishing [its] deeply rooted patriarchal hegemonies....[relies] on a
profound malevolence towards women" (White 77). This is by evidenced their
inability to imagine other types of videos and their complete buy-in to the "sex
sells" way of thinking. They are unable to imagine alternatives. When
questioned, they simply go with what already exists. When they do have
feelings of negativity towards the status quo, their response is one of apathy and
helplessness. It seemed to me that they had a feeiing of being "stuck" in
something larger than themselves that "works" well. They define the success by
ability to make profit and not by the benefits a n d /o r consequences to themselves
and others. "Sex sells" is good because it works, not because it has any
relationship to how we think or feel about it.
At the beginning of this thesis I asked "When discussing the film n^d
topics surrounding it, do students understand and incorporate these ideas? Do
they hear the intended message? What did they do with the messages Jhallv
presents to them? How did these ideas interact with what they already know
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about the world, MTV, women, and sex?" They cart agree with Jhally's
presentation of images of women and even state that the current shows and
videos are "w orse" than those in Jhalh 's film. This statement of "worse" comes
from somewhere. Their sensitivity to the truth of Jhally's argument? Their
personal experience of the dehumanization of women? 1 suspect they recognize
that the dehumanization of women surrounds them in all forms of media. They
see that the entire culture of MTV is one that objectifies women and is obsessed
with sex - from the Spring Break shows that celebrate drunken women in bikinis
and the show "Room Raiders" which displays both men and women as having
sex as their primary concern in selecting a date. Unfortunately, 1 never reached
this discussion with them. Despite their agreement with Jhally, they backed
away. They retreated when facing the cognitive dissonance between their
recognition of the reality of Jhally's argument and the activities of their daily
lives. Even those who do not watch MTV with regularity seem to recognize
MTV's importance to their culture and lifestyle.
i believe Dreamworlds is an incredible film that challenges thinking about
one of the most culturally influential sources of media that exists today. MTV
has enormous power to spread ideas and attitudes to youth. I believe Jhally has
created a film that forces people to thi>4 n-

n-<; that Hi*

-

1 have before

And I do not believe that after seeing the film, a viewer can just forget Jhally's
arguments. Unfortunately, in this study, I did not find the film created the kind
of reaction that really changes behavior. During the process of this study, I asked
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why the participants weren't outraged. Why did they not want to change the
way things are? Why did they not want to stop watching MTV after seeing the
obvious consequences of its images?
The conclusion that arose for me was that the film strikes at an overlying
hegemony. It strikes at a way of thinking that is supported by other hegemonic
messages that are not overtly challenged by Jhally's film. The two primary
unchallenged hegemonic messages are that making profit equates success
despite any other "unforeseen" consequences and that promiscuous women are
bad and suffer consequences as a result of their behavior. These two ideas are
the legs of MTV. Young people did believe in the "truth" of these ideas. It
becomes an enormous job to strike at the surface hegemonic messages of MTV
without dealing with these two ideas. Without asking them to question these
ideas, we depend on their ability to disregard those ideas when looking at his
film. Therefore, the film and its ability to confront and change hegemonic ideas
would be better served if it were in context with other hegemonic challenges.
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APPENDICES

APP EN DIX A

Video Informed Consent
#
STUDY DESCRIPTION: My name is Angela Bailly and I am a graduate student
at the University of North Dakota Sociology Department. Thank you for your
interest in participating in this study concerned with the relationship between
music videos and sex roles. You will be asked today to rill out a screening
questionnaire on some basic personal data. You will then watch a video about
MTV and sex roles. Later, some participants will be randomly selected from the
questionnaires to be asked to participate in an interview and an online
discussion. There is a place on your response sheet to note your interest in
interviewing. The interviews will be recorded. You can choose to remain
anonymous to everyone, except me, in the online discussion. The amount of
time that you participate today will be approximately one hour and will be
documented for the purposes of gaining class credit. You can discontinue
participation at any time. Discontinuation will not have any effect on your
relationship to the UND Sociology Department or on your relationship with your
Introduction to Sociology instructor.
Interviews will be scheduled during the remainder of the semester. The
interview length is variable, but it will be approximately 45 minutes.
Interviewees will receive $10.00 for participation. You will be paid
.u of
the interview. Interviewees will be asked to participate in an ongoing
exploration in the form of an onlim disc ussion group. You can discontinue
participation at
\ lim e Discontinuation will not have any effect on your
lationslup to the U N D Sociology Department or on your relationship with your
Introduction to Sociology instructor. Please be sure to mark the "Interview
Interest" box to be included in the selection of interviewees group. I want to
speak with people with varying opinions, so do not be concerned that your
particular opinion of the film affects your selection as an interviewee.
CONFIDENTIALITY: The researcher, her faculty advisor and those people who
audit the IRB procedures will have access to the data. All those involved with
this study are required to maintain confidentiality of the participants. All data,
including interview recordings, and consent forms will be kept separately from
each other in locked files at the researcher's residence for three years after which
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time all data will be destroyed by fire. You will not be identified individually in
any future research manuscripts or presentation of this data.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS: The social benefits of this study include an exploration
of the relationship between life experience, exposure to music videos and beliefs
about sex roles. In addition, it may investigate Alternative Media and its
usefulness as a teaching tool. It may be found to provide an opportunity for
increasing the critical thinking skills of students. This study may also provide
support for Alternative Media as device for exposing students to new and
provocative ideas. Personally, you may benefit from exposure to the new ideas
in the piece. You may also experience an increase in your critical thinking skills.
Lastly, you may enjoy the film and interview.
POTENTIAL RISKS: The risks to you may include: loss of confidentiality to
other participants and possible loss of confidentiality to outsiders, emotional
stress during the film as some of its scenes may be considered disturbing in
nature, emotional distress after viewing due to the subject matter of the film and
feelings it may elicit, and loss of approximately one hour for participation, it is
important that all participants understand that the film includes a rated "R"
irpiction of a sexual assault with multiple perpetrators.
This study has been reviewed and approved by the University of North
Dakota institutional review board. If you have questions about the research, you
may contact me, Angela Baillv, at 701-777-4003 or my supervisor. Dr. Cliff
Staples, at 701-777-4417. If you have any other questions or concerns, please call
the Office of Research and Program Development at 701-777-4279.
Arrangements can be made for any services needed as a result of your
participation, but expenses associated with these services are your responsibility.
You may also call either of these numbers if you have questions regarding the
study and its results.
Upon its completion, you may request a copy the results of this study by
contacting the UND Department of Sociology. If you would like to fill out the
screening form, participate in this part of the study and be considered for
interviewing, please sign one copy the informed consent and return it to me with
your completed questionnaire. The other copy of the informed consent is yours
to keep. Be sure to complete the GTA form to receive extra credit. Please include
a phone number where you can be reached in case you are selected for
participation. Once again, thank you for your participation.

"1 have read the above description of this research study. 1 have been informed
of the risks and benefits involved, and all my questions have been answered to
my satisfaction. Furthermore, 1 have been assured that any future questions !
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m a y have w ill also be answ ered the researcher. 1 volun ta rily agree to take part in
this study. 1 understand I w ill receive a c o p y of this consent form."

Date

Signature of the participant

Print Name

Sex;

Female_____

Male

Would you be interested in being interviewed about music videos, this film, and
the ideas it presented'*
YES
NO

If you are willing to be interviewed, please provide
a phone number for scheduling purposes.
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APPENDIX B

Interview Informed Consent
#

STUDY DESCRIPTION: My name is Angela Bailly and 1 am a graduate student
at the University of North Dakota Sociology Department. Thank you for your
interest in participating in this study concerned with the relationship between
music videos and sex roles. You will be interviewed today about Dreamworlds II,
the video you watched at the screening. You will also be asked general questions
about gender, your life experiences, your television watching habits, and
educational experiences.
The amount of time that you participate will be approximately one
hour. You will earn a monetary reward of $10.00. You will be paid at the end of
the session. It may be necessary for the Investigator to contact the interviewees
with questions of clarification. This will be done through email. The email
communication and online discussion are likely to last until February of 2005.
The amount of time is dependent, primarily, on the effort of the participant. The
researcher would expect no more than 15 minutes a week from any participant.
You can discontinue participation at any time. Discontinuation will not have any
effect on your relationship to the UND Sociology Department or on your
relationship with your Introduction to Sociology instructor.
CONFIDENTIALITY: The researcher, her faculty advisor and those people who
audit the IRB procedures will have access to the data. All those involved with
this study are required to maintain confidentiality of the participants. All data,
including interview recordings, and consent forms will be kept separately from
each other in locked files at the researcher's residence for three years after which
time all data will be destroyed by fire. You will not be identified individually in
any future research manuscripts or presentation of this data. You will be given a
pseudonym, known only by the researcher, for the online forum.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS: The social benefits of this study include an exploration
of Alternative Media and its usefulness as a teaching tool for provoking thought.
It may be found to provide an opportunity for increasing the critical thinking
skills of students. This study may also provide support for Alternative Media as
device for exposing students to new and provocative ideas. Personally, you may
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benefit from exposure to the n e w ideas in the piece. Y o u m a y also experience an
increase in y o u r critical th in k in g skills. Lastly, y ou m a y enjoy the interview a nd
discussion.

POTENTIAL RISKS: The risks to you may include: a possible loss of
confidentiality particularly during the online forum, emotional distress during
the interview and online discussion because you made find that topics can get
complicated at times, and loss of the time required for the interview and respond
to emails and the forum.
This study has been reviewed and approved by the University of North
Dakota institutional review board. If you have questions about the research, you
mav contact me, Angela Bailly, at 701-777-4003 or my supervisor, Dr. Cliff
Staples, at 701-777-4417. If you have any other questions or concerns, please call
the Office of Research and Program Development at 701-777-4279.
Arrangements can be made for any services needed as a result of your
participation, but expenses associated with these services are youi responsibility.
You may also call either of these numbers if you have questions regarding the
study and its results.
Upon its completion, you may request a copy the results of this study by
contacting the UND Department of Sociology. If you would like to fill out the
screening form and be considered for participation in the study, please sign one
copy the informed consent and return it to me with your completed
questionnaire. The other copy of the informed consent is yours to keep. Please
include a phone number where you can be reached in case you are selected for
participation. Once again, thank you for your participation.
"1 have read the above description of this research study. 1 have been informed
of the risks and benefits involved, and all my questions have been answered to
my satisfaction. Furthermore, 1 have been assured that any future questions 1
may have will also be answered the researcher. I voluntarily agree to take part in
this study. 1 understand I will receive a copy of this consent form."

Date

Signature of the participant

Participant's Phone Number

Print Name
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APP EN DIX C

Response Coding Chart
PI - Principal Investigator
P = Female Participant
iM - Male Participant
P a r t i c i p a n t ___________
Ashley (female)
Chloe (female)
David (male)
Erika (female)
Fred (male)
Frankie (female)
Jack (male)
Jason (male)
Joe (male)
Lindsey (female)
Madison (female)
Mark (male)
Naome (female)
Rob (male)
Sarah (female)
Shaun (male)
Taylor (female)
Zach (male)
Zoey (female)

Exchanges_______________
72 exchanges
84 exchanges
48 exchanges
80 exchanges
76 exchanges
67 exchanges
108 exchanges
86 exchanges
70 exchanges
56 exchanges
76 exchanges
58 exchanges
54 exchanges
78 exchanges
69 exchanges
70 exchanges
103 exchanges
52 exchanges
78 exchanges

Duration
0:40
0:25
1:02
0:42
0:15
0:29
0:31
0:28
0:32
0:29
0:24
0:25
0:27
0:29
0:38
0:15
0:41
0:26
0:50

The numbers in coding refer to the counting of exchanges between PI and
participant. An exchange is a prompt from the PI and a response from the
participant. It simply gives a guide as to the placement of the exchange within
the interview as a whole. Interviews ranged between 48 and 108 exchanges.
Duration is listed for informational purposes. The following examples are how
coding would appear on quoted responses:
MadisonF 52 - Madison Female Response 52
JasonM 64 - Jason Male Response 64
PI 5 - Principal Investigator Response 5
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